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McCord to Leave Post at IC 
by Andrea Berm.an 
Charles McCord will be 
leaving his position as Ithaca 
College's V .P. of - College 
Relations and Resource 
Development to assume the 
post of Director of University 
Relations at the University of 
Colorado in Boulder, it was 
announced on Tuesday. Mc--
Cord will be leaving Ithaca at 
the beginning of January. 
I'm "professionally ex-
cited" about the opportunity, 
said McCord. But the 
"prospect of leaving Ithaca," 
he continued, "where you've 
been for 20 years ... that's a. 
tough one." 
McCord has been with 
Ithaca . College ·since 1974 
when he left his post of 
Assistant Dean for External 
Affairs of_ the Graduate 
School of Business and Public 
Administration at . Cornell 
University. 
McCord speculated that the 
search for his successor will be 
starting shortly; hopefully, a 
definite replacement will be in-
stated by July. That in-
dividual, like McCord, will be 
responsibl.e for public infor-
mation, public relations, 
publications, sports infor-
mation, development - fun-
d-raising, alumni relations and 
other ·special events. McCord 
Second Poster Stolen -
Exhibit ~emoved froni Display 
by Paul Daniels 
The Polish poster exhibit, a 
touring show presented under 
the auspice of the 
Smithsonian Institute and ex-
pected to continue through 
Nov.17, ended abruptly last 
Wednesday,m<i'im.;g, Oct. 24, 
.when- a Beatles poster was 
discovered missing from the 
Handwerker Gallery in Gan-
nett Center. The Beatles poster 
was the second poster to be 
taken from the gallery since 
the show began on Oct. 23; on 
that date a Jimi Hendrix 
poster was stolen. 
"Security has been conducting 
an investigation as to the 
whereabouts-of the posters;" 
said Louis Withiam, director 
of safety and security. 
"We have already followed up 
on several leads, but they have 
all proven to be negative,"he 
said. 
· Walter Borton, director of 
Public fnformation and coor-
dinator of the exhibit, blamed 
the show's failure on the · 
Smithsonian Institution. "I'm 
very disappointed that the 
show arrived in the condition 
. that it did," he said. Almost 
half of the posters c0uld not 
be hung because the hanging 
apparatuses on them were 
broken, he said. 
Of the remaining posters 
that.were hung, he.continued~ 
there was no way to fasteri 
them down the way we do with. 
most of the material we 
display in the gallery. Accor-
ding to Borton, 
,the Smithsonian's instruc'.-
,tions were that "to 
correctly exhibit the material 
one needed to create an image 
of the posters being plastered 
up on the walls, sort of 
overlapping one another in a 
rather irregular manner". In 
order to hang then that way we 
had · to "put nails in the 
hanging boards and hang 
them up on strings which was 
very unsturdy," he explained . 
Borton noted that the posters 
kept falling off the walls 
because the strings continued 
to break. 
"If I used my head, I would 
have never put those two 
posters on display," Borton 
said. Since the Beatles and the 
Jimi Hendirx posters are both 
contemporary, he explained, 
"one could anticipate them 
being ripped off, whereas a 
more esoteric poster of an 
opera or something might not 
said that as of yet, no plans 
have been set in regards to 
filling his position for next 
semester. 
Regarding any projects 
presently under his super-
vision, McCord said, "there 
are plenty of good people 
here" who are "able to carry 
on. Things are underway and 
going well." 
Commenting on McCord's 
decision, IC President James 
J. Whalen said, "One of the 
toughest .aspects of ad-
ministration is watching really 
talented people move on. I'm 
delighted for ChaTlie but at the 
same time, I have relied 
heavily on his ability and skill. 
The program he has pulled 
together is exceptional both in 
terms of people and projects. 
Clearly, his success at Ithaca 
College was impressive to 
folks in Colorado and it 
should have been. 
"In the five years he led our 
development efforts, we have 
raised over $7 million. Our 
alumni program has taken on 
new vigor, annual giving to the 
College has more than 
quadrupled, our reputation 
both regionally and nationally 
now reflects the true quality of 
the Colleg-e and our relations 
with the Ithaca community 
have never been better. 
"It's always tempting," 
Whalen added, "to try to con-
vince someone to stay on and 
it certainly was with Charlie. 
But when someone we all like 
gets a fine opportunity, it's 
just not right to stand in their 
way. Charlie and Sue have 
been real friends to all of us 
here at the College and to the 
community and I know that 
everyone joins me in wishing 
them the very best." 
-Rubella Outbreak Mobilizes Vaccination Drive 
by Linda I.evermore 
The Tompkins County 
Health Department' has 
requested the Health Center to 
off er rubella vaccinations to 
students who have not 
previously been vaccinated 
and who have not had german 
measles (rubella}. The an-
nouncement was made yester-
day by Dr. Hammond, direc-
tor of the health center. 
The .request, said Ham-
.mond, was prompted by -a 
recent outbreak of german 
measles at SUNY Bingham-
pton where, as of a week and a 
half ago, according to Dr. 
Willard C. Schmidt, Tom-
pkins County health com-
misioner, over 20 cases of· 
rubella had been reported. 
(SUNY Bingbamptnn 
provided an updated count of 
39 cases since Oct. 5) 
Hammond announced that 
the vaccine will be ad-
ministered to students on 
Tuesday, Nov. 13 between 4 
and 5:30 pm. A second im-
planned for after tht. 
Thanksgiving break. Ham-
mond assured that rubella 
vaccine is one of the safest 
vaccines "with very little reac-
tion". If there is a reaction, it 
appears about one week after 
the shot is given. Such rec-
tions range from slight joint 
discomfort to a fever and rash 
which simulate the symptoms 
of rubella. 
Students who are unable to 
receive their vaccine during the 
assigned time should contact 
the Health·Center, said Ham-
mond. Both he· and Schmidt, 
the Tompkins County Health 
Commisioner , emphasized 
the importance of the vaccine; 
rubella, during pregnancy! char> 
cause . .malformatioJl · ..,r . t e 
hG,:ut, mento:l retardation, 
blindness, deafness, and a 
decrease in a child's growth 
@te. 
state will be providing the vac-
cine for the immunization. 
Schmidt, in reg~rd to the 
County Health Department's 
request, said that children are 
usually immunized for rubella 
between the ages of one and 
ten. The vaccine is either result, most ot the disease has 
given separately or in com- 11!.a.nif.el>tec! itself in high 
bination with measles an3_,.,, school and college age studen-
mumps vaccine .. But, Schmidt, ts 'who have not been im-
continued, for the most part, munized and previously not 
rubella vaccine was not haq•germa,n,.measles, 
available until 1969; as a · , , -
'Awkward Situation': Faco Coutteir~fCF A 
prov,~:.· ~..... lth~ca Coll~fe, 
responded by saym£ th dc by By Cynthia Green The Ithaca College Faculty 
Association (l.C.F.A.) has 
. said that the actministr~tion is 
engaging in illegal practices by 
dealing with the Facul1,-
Council instead pF ·· the 
teacher's union. ·":ccording to 
John Scb.lvaftZ, president of 
the r.C.F.A., the .federal 
government has recognized the 
union as the legal bargaining 
agent and therefore the ad-
ministration should be 
negotiating all "terms and 
conditions of employment 
with the union.'' 
Harold Emery, chair . of 
ning employment, but until 
they can, the Council will try 
to handle certain situations. 
Accordinl? to Schwart.7- ~..,tn 
he §Itti EmerY .,6 rt:e that they 
ao nnt w<1nt to do anything 
chat is divisive or harmful to 
the faculty. He said that the 
Council is faculty members 
and the I.C.F.A. does not 
want to "split, neglect or 
ignore any faculty member." 
· Schwartz added that the 
Council does not want to split 
the faculty either, but the fact 
that the administration 
recognizes the Council and not 
the 1.C.F.A. creates "an 
awkward situation which is of 
the administration's making." 
for ,011 - ·'"e votin5 
bargaining, the faculty 11a., 
created an awkward situation 
for themselves." He said that 
the adminstration has been 
very consistent in dealing with 
the Faculty Council as the 
recognized body and that there 
is no union until the courts 
rule otherwise. 
Emery said that the faculty 
is not being divided because 
the adminstration is doing 
nothing differently in dealing 
with the Faculty Council than 
it has in the past. 
. munization date is tentatively 
Both the ITHACAN aµd 
WICB radio "1il be announ-
cing immunization dates and 
times. Jhe county will be 
supplyiiy' syringes, while the 
the Faculty Council, said that 
the union should be 
negotiating matters cancer- Frank Fatone, acting 
According to Ilene Dolan, a 
member of both the Faculty 
continued on p_aRe 18 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
by Mark Burgwardt 
Question: What would you like to see Student Government 
do this year? 
Diane Stuhldreher, Undec '82 
Apathy prevades over this 
student body. I think a 
primary concern of the student 
government this year should 
be to improve the com-
munication to the students so 
that they will have a greater 
awareness of campus affairs 
and activitie,. 
Dave Herman, Bus. '82 , 
I feel the Student Gover-
nment should be more in 
touch with the students, since 
I, myself, know nothing about 
them. 
Gregg Birdsall, Hist. '81 
; You mean the people who 
hang out on the third floor of 
the Union? I'd like to be made Denise Sarris, Soc. '81 
Student Government should aware of what they could be 
be more in touch with the capable of_doing or what they 
~tudent. They should make have done 111 the past, ~efore I 
themselves more available to could make any suggestions. 
the needs of the students. 
Shorn Korn,Bus. Mgmt. '81 
James Sconlor, Pysch '80 I think they should make the 
The Student Government students more aware of gover-
should expose their activities , nmental activitie~. 
so the student body knows 
who and what they are all 
about. I, for one, am unaware 
eir existence. 
Deane Brink, PAIR '81 
I think they should have a 
higher profile on campus. 
Also, they should encourage 
more student involvement. 
Cathy A vis, Rec. '80 
I would like to see them 
change their policies on 
religious holidays. The polic} 
is too vague concerning ex-
cused absences, exams and 
projects. I feel they are 
denying us our constitutional 
rights. 
THEITHACAN November 1, 1979 
EDITORIAL 
The editorial iM written and publiMhcd with the approval of n majority of the editorial board. 
In past weeks, the ITHACAN has run a series of articles concerned with energy consum-
ption and conservation at Ithaca College. The ITHACAN was impressed with administrative 
efforts to save energy on campus; the reasons, monetary or environmental, are unimportant. 
But, action speaks louder than words; when the action contradicts the words, that is the 
time to worry. Any student or professor can relate to the problem of overheated classrooms. 
Friends Hall is a steambath even with the windows wide open! If that isn't energy waste ... 
This problem surfaces year after.year: Some solution must be found. In symbolic response 
to Energy Awareness Week, the ITHACAN urges maintenance to pay special attention to 
this predicament. We can't "afford" to ignore it. 
. f'· 
FRIENDS 304 · 
Editor's Reply 
As edito~ of the Ithacan, 
every piece of copy within 
these pages 1s my respon-
sibility. News writers are per-
sonally instructed by me to 
strive for objectivity and 
truth. Quoting, for example, is 
limited, by definition, to 
word-for-word com-
munication. 
A reporter is alleged to have 
misinterpreted ard misquoted 
an individual in last weeks 
Ithacan (see letters on opposite 
page). I am embara~ed by this 
and I apologize to Vicki Cox 
and the college community for 
Mark White's errors. 
EDITOR 
Andrea Herman 
SOUTH 1-MLL EDITOR 
Eva Grodberg 
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR 
Bruce Morosohk 
Staff 
··· -- - Cynthia Green 
:St~,e Fink 
However, I must take issue 
with Ms. Cox's .. closing 
remarks. I am deeply insulted 
by her statement that the 
Ithacan "distorted the facts 
for the sake of an eye-catching 
story." This is a falsely-
founded accusation. Ms. 
•cox's comments regarding her 
involvement make no marked 
difference in the impact of the 
story, · whether they are 
quoted, misquoted, 
paraphrased or out of context. 
But, I am not abandoning my 
. responsib.ility for Mark's 
errors when I say this. 
Misquoting is poor journalism 
BILLING MANAGER 
Bruce Leskanic 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Robin Golden 
Advertising Staff . 
Wendy Fahrenthold 
Annette Oliva 
Ron Copeland 
David cit::taherty 
David Lebovr..w. 
Lalo Page 
Contributors 
Robert Goldman 
-~ 
Jb'"":'~ra Nienaltowski a,me ~le._ 
Liz Neporent 
Marc Finkelstein 
in any editor's'\tfew. 
. However;· the story was 
visually downplayed, con-
sidering its location on the 
page (lower righthand corner). 
I conceptualize "eye-
catching" moreso as bold 
headlines splashed across a 
page. h seems that Ms. Cox 
was carried a.way by her anger, 
however rightly-founded it 
was. 
h~~ 
I/ 
SALES MANAGEt< 
Andrew S. Pash man 
LAYOUT EDITOR 
. .Michael 11\Jeinstein 
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR 
Marc Finkelstein 
. 
Sale~people 
Erika Heifetz 
8111 Moeller 
.Jeff Specter 
Paul Daniels 
Linda Levermore 
Coleen Hurlie 
Andy Feltham 
Betsy l<{)ffman --
Bonnie Ernisse 
Lisa Ann.Woske 
Howie Mayer 
Tom Buchbinder 
· Jim Leech 
Debra Shemoerg 
Photographers 
Mark Burgwardt 
Alan Friedma·n 
Paul Miller 
Typists 
Alyson Cerep 
.Pam Emory 
Beth Hersh 
Cindy Udasin 
Susan Hernandez 
. Peggy McGinnis 
Tracey Hunter 
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02Eds & Letters 
CCLOP Urges Change • Ill Policy 
by Ned Derrickson 
As a member of the CCLOP 
divestment committee, I met 
last Wed. with the finance 
committee, which advises the 
Board of Trustees regarding 
I.C.'s'investments . .In the last 
two . years, there has been 
much community opposition 
to the existing investment 
policy regarding I.C.'s in-
vestments in U.S. cor-
porations operating in South 
Africa. Since I also oppose 
the policy, my purpose for 
meeting with the finance 
committee was to advance 
major arguments. in favor of 
the policy's change. 
The Board's policy states 
that if corporations make sub-
stantial efforts to introduce 
progressive employment and 
social policies, I.C. will main-
tain its investments. The 
ethical criteria which the 
•• 
Board has adopted (for deter-
mining whether Corporations 
have adhered to appropriate 
ethical standards) arc the 
Sullivan Principles. These 
principles basically advocate 
integration and equal pay, 
employment and training for 
all employees. 
The CCLOP position, dif-
fers from the existing policy. 
Corporations in South Africa 
.nay indeed be making im-
provcments in Black em-
ployment ·and training in ac-
cordance with the Sullivan 
Principles and still support 
apartheid. Taxes must be 
given to the South African 
government, and of cour~e, 
that country's economy 
benefits from the business of 
these corporations. Further-
more, there exist an abundan-
ce of laws which constrain 
corporations from trying to 
change or oppose the apar-
theid system. 
1 presented these statement~ 
to the finance committee with 
the urgent request that IC'~ 
investment policy be recon-
sidered. I a~ked that the 
Board make an inve~tigation 
to determine the extent to 
which corporation~ pay taxe~ 
to the racist government and 
are limited by its apartheid-
continued on paf!e If, 
Untruths Ill 'Poster' Article 
To the Editor: 
It is my intent to point out the 
fact that there were several un-
truths printed in the article 
"Hendrix Poster Stolen" by 
Mark White in last week's 
issue. 
For example, Mr. White 
stated: . 
l. '' I saw three boys trying 
to take the poster off the 
wall, .. .'' · 
2. " ... The skateboard's 
wheels were all different 
colors, and the board itself 
was much wider than other 
boards around campus." 
3. Cox said that she went on 
an errand for less than a 
minute. 
What I told him was: 
l. I saw three boys hanging 
out in the lobby in front of the 
poster, and one of them lifted 
the poster slightly and looked 
behind it twice. 
2. The skateboard struck 
me as being a bit unusual, and 
I thought I recalled something 
about the wheels being differ-
ent, but I did not waik aroum. 
the board and examine the 
Writer Adillits Error 
To The Editor: 
Last week I wrote an article 
dealing with a missing poster 
in the Gannett Center. In the 
a-rticle several statements were 
quoted from Vicki Cox, the 
receptionist at the Gannett, 
Center. It is with great em-
barassment that I admit that 
Ms. Cox was misquoted. As a 
result of my negligence, the 
facts ·in the article were in-
correct. (See letter to the Ed) 
As a result of this incident I 
have learned a great deal 
about journalism/ I sincerely 
hope that no major incon-
veniences have occured, 
resulting from my negligence. 
, Mark S. White 
Linda Melman has resigned as Associate Editor 
Mark White has resigned as News Editor 
Michael Weinstein has been appointed Layout 
Editor 
- L' ~uberge du Cochon Rouge is introducing a new TABLE 
D'HOTE MENU in addition to its regular menu. Each week, starting 
Monday for $8.50, you arc· cordially invited to enjoy L' Auberge's 
new menus which will be publbhed here weekly. The menu ~tarting 
next Monday will be: 
-- SOUPEAUX POIREAUX 
SHOULDER LAMB CHOPS PERSIU,{ 
GRILLED TOMATO 
POMMES CHATEAUX 
SALADE VERTE 
TARTE AL' ABRICOT 
COFFEE 
S8.SO 
CARAFES OF HOUSE WINE $3.75 
Til1S MENU IS OFFERED IN ADD1TION TO 
OUR REGULAR MENU. 
Re~ervatioa~ Please: 273-3464 
1152 Danby Rd. (Rte. 968) 
1 Y, Miles South of Ithaca College 
Why wait for a special occasion to go to L' Auberge? 
• 
VISA' 
AMERICAN! 
•OCJ!RESS 
wheels that were not visible 
from my desk. Also, I said 
that the board appeared to be 
a bit wider than others I have 
seen. 
3. I had to go in to the 
Career Planning Office for a 
conference, but the lobby desk 
was not unattended at any 
time last Tuesday afternoon! 
When I was not at my desk, 
one of our student assistants 
was. 
In speaking with Mark White 
last week, he conceded that he 
may have made a few errors. 
The article implied I was 
Stlldent Def ends 
To the Editor: 
In Debra Sheinberg's ar-
ticle on Ithaca College's Lon-
don Center, she stated, a 
couple of misconceptions 
about the Center's professors, 
or lectures as they are properly 
called there. The first was that 
"some professors, especially 
the British ones, were 
sometimes apathetic in the 
,classroom." One must un-
derstand that first off all the 
British University system is 
taught differently from the 
way we are taught, and that 
what Ms. Sheinberg reported 
lS apathy is just that the 
::l~ssroom situation is not the 
norm in the British system. 1 
would also like to counter her 
statement. I have just retur-
ned from two semesters, and a 
total of nine classes there, and 
my general experience is that 
the excellent British and non-
British lectures are more in-
volved and much less apathetic 
than some professors here on 
Both the 
negligent of my duties; I wish 
to -,tatc that I was not. 
In my opinion, distortion of 
the facts for the sake of an 
eye-catching story is as serious 
a crime as theft of the poster. 
Vicki Cox 
Receptionist, Gannett Center 
Center 
students and the lectures there 
are a select group that are very 
involved in a relatively small 
and quality-interested 
program, with the central fac-
tor being London and all the 
wonderful experiences the city 
offers. The average size class 
is 10 to 15 students which 
makes participation and 
student-lecturer interaction of-
ten much more accessible. 
This is very different from the 
imoressi\:m conveyed in the ar-
continued on page JB 
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Update 0 C Divestiture Policy Maintained 
by Jim Leech 
Ned Derrickson, a spokes-
person for the Campus 
Coalition for the Liberation of 
Oppressed People met with 
members of the Ithaca College 
Board of Tru6tee's Finan-
cial Investment Subcommittee 
on Oct. 24. The CCLOP 
voiced grievances supporting 
divestment in South Africa. 
The CCLOP presented 
President Whalen with a 
request to initiate a new study 
concerning the "over-
whelming support that cor-
porations give to the economy 
and government of South 
America outside the produc-
tion process itself." According 
to Derrickson, the subcommit-
tee rejectea this proposal and 
is planning to retain its present 
policy of investment in stocks 
of corporations with sub-
sidiaries or affiliates in South 
A~jAT1C 
GArtDE~ 
[RESTA[RANtJ 
( '/1 i nc,t' · A m,:rica,., I- ood 
' 18 W. Stall' StrPt'I •) -,) -') .-,, .l{.,.l{.-,.J,) 
aeutabow. 
-
FOR -YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
RIRY.alnARY 
116 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
2 -2221 
Africa . 
Carl Sgrecci, the 
comptroller, when asked if the 
college would invest further in 
companie5; with extensions in 
South Airica , replied that if 
the College was counseled so 
by their financial advisor, that 
pending prior investigations in 
regard to compliance ·w1lh the 
Sullivan Principles 1 the_ Board 
would consider doing so. (The 
Sullivan Principles are a set of 
economic and social policies 
subscribed to by some cor-
p·>rations with extensions in 
South Africa that facilitate in-
tegration). 
At present, the Ithaca 
College subcommittee on 
Financial Investments is con-
ducting :urther investigations 
of two of the companies· that 
the college holds stock·s in. The 
two corporations are Bristol 
Meyers and CPC Inter-
national. They are under in-
vestigation in regard to their 
compliance with the Sullivan 
Princples as a result af a study 
done1 this · past summer. 111--------, I Phone ... B00LS1 
: for flowers 1 
I 209 N. Aurora St. I 272-8410 .J , _______ _ 
This "South Africa Invest-
ment Study" was compiled by 
the president's office based on 
information rescued from the 
Investors Res·ponsibilities 
Search Center and the Senate 
Subcommittee on Foriegn 
Relations." 
According to Walter Borton 
at the Public Information of-
fice of Ithaca College "We 
have inquired at both firms for 
additional information on 
practices in South Africa. 
While we won't know until we 
see the information and 
evaluate it, it is possible that 
it would be the decision of the 
Board to divest of one or both 
of these stocks." This is in ac-
cordance with the Boards 
statement of Policy on invest-
ments of South African cor-
porations, says Borton. 
Ithaca College hold stocks 
in nine corporations ' in-
cluding Bristol Myers, CPC 
International, Exxon, Mobil. 
Eli Lilley Co. and IBM, that 
have subsidiaries or affiliates 
in South Africa. The total 
market value of these stocks as 
of June 30, 1979 is $604,238 
which is 21 percent of the 
Ithaca College stock invest-
ment portfolio. 
At the meeting on Oct. 24, 
Derrickson expressed the 
Fireplace Equipment 
• The Iron Shop _ -
On the Commons 272-5101 
Happy Hours at The Ritz 
4--10p.m. 
Mon: !3ecl,;s 50 ¢ 
Tues: Ladies night 
holfprice drinks 
Thurs: Heineken's 75¢ 
CCLOP's view that Ithaca 
College Investments in cor-
porations with subsidiaries or 
affiliates in South Africa are 
supporting the apartheid 
government there. Derrickson 
cited specific dangers per-
taining to South African laws 
and oil corporations. Under 
their law, the South African 
government could obtain oil 
products from US corporate 
extensions with "no restric-
tions whatsoever on their 
sale." That these resources 
could be used by the apartheid 
government to crush an 
uprising is a real danger, said 
Derrickson. 
As stated in the Boards 
policy on South Africa In-
vestments, "The current prac-
tice of apartheid government 
in South Africa is repugnant 
and in total opposition to 
basic human rights." The 
policy states further that 
''divestment of holdings in 
South Africa is not a suc-
cessful means of bringing 
pressure to bear upon the 
South African government to 
alter its internal policies .. The 
exerc.ise of the perogatives 
available to stockholders to 
bring about course of action.'' 
According to Borton the 
"perogative available · to 
stockholders", as seen by the 
Board, is the pressure that can 
be brought to bear upon cor-
porations to implement in-
tegration policies, such as the 
Sullivan priciples, in response 
to the threat of divestment by 
continued on page 5 _: 
@; 
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Royalties Donated to Amnesty International 
by Debra Sheinberg 
Harvey Fireside 
Harvey Fireside, professor have not advocated violence." 
of politics at Ithaca College, Amnesty International was 
has written a book titled founded in the mid I 960's by a 
"Soviet Psychoprisons", London lawyer who decided 
scheduled_ to b~ released in late there was no international in-
November. Fireside will volvement in the cases o,f 
donate the royalttes of this political prisoners. He ran an 
book to Amnesty Inter- advertisement which attracted 
national. · a wide response. 
Amnesty International is a Amnesty International has a 
citizen-run organization wnose large international member-
main objective, according to ship which includes 100,000 
Fireside , is "to work for the . members in America. It's 
. release of prisoners of con- main head-quarters are in 
science who have ado1)ted London, with its national 
religious or political beliefs and headquarters in New York 
City and San Francisco. In conjunction with the photographs of the~c 
In 1973, Fireside founded a beliefs of this organization, in "psychoprisons" that have yet 
branch of Amnesty Inter- Soviet Psychoprisons, Fireside to be seen in the U.S. 
national in Ithaca, after doing analyzes the cases of leading Fireside said that the book, 
research in London and dissidents who are also con- published by W.W. Norton 
meeting people from that fined in "special" psychiatric and Co., Inc.,will be used in 
organization. hospitals. He tlescribes the his political science course, 
Fire~ide explains that "each methods in which they are Therapeutic State, a, the cour-
group is assigned up to three "treated" and the ~e deals with American and 
case\and told to work for the psychiatrists who "treat" Soviet psychiatry for political 
eventual release of prisoners them. The book also has reasons. 
and support of the_ir famili~s." ~- a• B •Ea •••••a• - ..._ Funds are also bemg used Ill a Ill,,-.- ...,-._ 
country-wide campaign that is • D 'I Get c1·pped 111 
trying t? identify systemwide • OR I I 
persecution. Another cam-
paign is centered around the • 
abolishment of the death • 
penalty for any crime. I 
"Membership is volun- • 
tary", says Fireside. "Oc-
casionally, students have • 
worked with the Ithaca • 
Group." People have also • 
been referred to San Fran- • 
cisco, New York . and 
Washington;•· he added ...• 
Students can work on in- • 
dividual cases, such as the I 
South African campaign, a 
main interest point of the • 
CCLOP, or the death penalty, • 
said Fireside. If anyone is in- • 
teresed in donating their ser-
vices to Amnesty Int~!::- • 
national, he continued, they • 
should contact him. • 
On Your : 
Pre~Winter Service: 
. Winter is about to put your 
car through its paces. so get it 
serviced by reliable profes-
sionals. Wood Motors offers 
you the most complete service 
program in the area and right 
now--at substantial savings. 
Clip these coupons and avoid 
being clipped on your pre-win-
ter service. 
•••••••••••••••••• Tune-upJ 
AIR COOLED 
• 
• 
• 
• II 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• $35.30: 
*Divestiture Update : 
Don't let your car burn a 
hole in your pocket. An 
untuned engine burns up to 
20% more fuel than a properly 
tuned one. Let us Dring your 
car up to maximum efficiency. 
Our price includes tune-up. 
ignition points, spark plugs. 
WATER COOLED : 
$3'1.90: continue,:Jfrom page 4 
the stockholders. 
The CCLOP recognizes that 
stock holdings could have an 
effect on the subscription of 
corporations to- the Sullivan 
Principles. But, said 
Derrickson, "'.fhe Sullivaf\ 
statement ·of principles is an 
internal step toward change on 
a narrow scope. These prin-
ciples only address integration 
with the corporations and 
don't address the over-
'W'heiming support that ... the meeting on Nov. 8 5 pm in • valve adjustment. and gasket. 
corporations give to apar- Gannett 111. There will also ll_exp1res 11 /9/79 with coupon •• 
theid, the economy and gover- be a speaker from South r. • a a a • • a• a• • • a 8 m a • B • 
nment." Africa lecturing about divest- B · 1 This special includes an oil • 
!~formation. on the South ment on Dec. 4 at 8 pm in Tex- • 01 change and the co~plete win-Afnca Investment study and tor 103. a terizing of your radiator. That a the Polic~ of the ~oard of :.::-::-::-m:-::-m:-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-:m::-: • means we che~k _your belts. a 
Trustees mvestment m South :~TOWN TAXI::: hoses. the operation of your • 
Africa-can be obtained in the:,: ~: • & 0·1 heater. and your anti-freeze 
Library reserve section. Any g 272 2606 g • I strength. Then we flush your • 
person interested in learning :: .. :; • radiator and top it with anti- a 
more about the CCLOP and f~ TIME CALLS DESll:lED ij • . freeze 1as neededJ. · • 
divestment can contact Ned ; 24 hour Service :-: • Special 
Denickson or attend a"""""""''-'"'""""'"'""''""" : wilh '°"'00 & 14 9 5: 
2nd annual 
.. e.r. •9•9• • • .T. • • •: • • • •"' • s These are top quality.• 
a DOW regulation snow tires for all • 
• Volkswagen, Porche. or Audi • 
cars. I Mounting or balancing B 
Turkey 
Trot 
!Tire not inclu: : 
: Special I O % off : 
Su11day Nov. 11 2 p.1n. 
Race begins at: 
Freeman Baseball Field 
Sig_n up in the Union Lobby 
1st 3 mules & femulcs to l'omplett' tlw 
6 mile run win u 6 lh. turkt·." ! 
• expires 1119 I 79 While Supply Lasts ,-ltth coupon • 
·············~······· • I ,~ •
· Free -~~~~~-- · 
• 
. -~<' • . .,: ,., .:· 
• •  Important Parts & Advice a 
• 
tips on how to get the most • 
from your Volkswagen, 
I Porche, or Audi during the . a 
I winter months. A bargain at / / a 
twice the price! • llaa•aaaa•aaBBb.ii.... JIIIIIIIII 
I a B 
I w~.... B  1-,. J))) II
I - m 
IJ VOLKSWAGEN • PORSCHE o AUDI • 
I R WOOD MOTORS, INC 337ELMIRA RD II 
• 273-0494 • 
8 Striving For Bet1er Ser•.11ce • 
I! ~t°'ri)ugh Consumer Awarprir"'S~ i 
• Note-All parts we install !if parts wa_rranty f?r 6 months or 
8 found defectivej are covered 6_.000 miles, whichever comes • 
• by Volkswagen's limited'Spare first. ..tl!b,,.,. 
~•••••••••••E~ma•~ .. -~. 
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THE WEATHERVANE 
GIVES TOP HONORS TO 
THE THREE C'S: 
CORDS, 
•CABLES & COTTON TURTLES! 
Get an A when it comes to 
lookinµ; ca;.ual, naturally, 
with The Weathcrvant''s 
comfortable sport),,wear 
put-togethns. Corduroy 
jeans from Die-kit•:-, just 
$17 a pair. Add a cahles 
fair isle-yoked ~weater 
from N orthcrn Isles. $26, 
and Goodmans cotton 
turtleneck. just $8. All in 
a great roster of colon-, 
all elassk ~ood looks, and 
all from The Weathl'rrnne, 
of course! 
November 1, 1979 
F·eature : Part-time Faculty 
by Conrad Fink 
Part time faculty members 
at Ithaca College do not 
receive the same job benefits 
and security accorded to full 
time professors---many part 
timers deserve them. It may 
surprise many people on cam-
pus to learn that there are part 
time professors in all depar-
tments at IC and that they 
outnumber full time faculty 
members. · The School Ad-
ministration has long taken 
advantage of them. 
Part timers are usually given 
six months to one year con-
tracts. They have no guaran-
tee of being rehired. They 
cannot take leaves of absence 
because they do not have this 
rehiring guarantee. If they at-
tend conferences with other 
educators in their field the 
School usually only pays one-
half or three-quarters of their 
expenses depending on 
whether they are hired on a 
one-half or three-quarters 
faculty basis. Although some 
professors fluctuate between 
full and part time status, part 
time professors, for the most 
part, cannot be promoted. 
They are locked in the salary 
and rank positions at which-
they were hired. Last year in 
H&S, full time-. professors 
generally received a seven per-
cent yearly increase in salary, 
part timers received five per-
cent. (Even the seven percent 
increase does not match the in-
flation rate.) Part time faculty 
members, who teach fewer 
than 13 credits a year, do not 
receive the same medical 
benefits as full timers. 
Part time professors ~re 
used by all colleges to add 
either ongoing or short term 
flexibility to their programs. 
In "general", part timers are 
not as qualified as full timers 
at IC. In many departments, 
the screening, hiring , and 
evaluation processes are not as 
stringent for part time as they 
arc for full time· faculty mem-
bers. 1 
There are several distin-
ctions that should be made 
clear: a full timer teaches 
twelve or more credit hours 
per semester. A part timer can 
continued on page 14 
1-haca on ISC 
Executive Board 
by Bonnie Emisse 
Ithaca College is presently 
serving its third year on the 
executive board of the In-
dependent Students Coalition. 
Based in Albany, the ISC is a 
lobbying organization which 
represents all New York State 
independent colleges and 
universities. Its national coun-
terpart is the Coalition of In-
dependent University and 
College Students. 
Since its founding in 1976 
the ISC has gained an active 
membership of 70 dues-paying 
schools. . According to Bud 
Yablonsky, president of the 
Student Body, Ithaca hasn't 
paid the dues of $.50 per full-
time equivalent student. "We 
will be paying them something 
but the amount hasn't been 
decided upon yet", Yablonsky 
said. "But we have all the 
rights of paying members, in-
eluding representation and the 
right to vote". · 
The ISC states its concerns 
to the state senate. Among the 
current issues are improving 
the higher education system, 
insuring state aid to indepen-
dent colleges, guaranteeing 
student participation in policy 
decisions and providing in-
formation to and among 
schools. Their major goals at 
this time are to increase TAP 
and to have every school in-
clude a student on their Board 
of Trustee5. 
The general assembly, 
. which is made up of represen-
tati.ves from all N. Y. indepen-
dent schools, meets twice an-
nually. The next meeting is 
Nov. IO in Troy. Ithaca's 
representatives and lobbyists 
:ontinued on page 19 
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''Battle of the Bands'' 
h)· Eva Grodberg 
Last Thursday night's per-
formance of Sineeros and The 
Laughing Dogs at the Noyes 
Center Pub, reminded me of 
"The Battle of the Bands" I 
used to attend back in junior 
high school. I don't want to 
infer that either band was 
juvenile in any way, rather it 
was the atmosphere and the 
profe~sionality of the bands 
lhat made it seem so. 
The Laughing Dogs opened 
the first show (both bands arc 
of equal billing and Sincero's 
opened the second show). The 
Dog~ were almost an hour late 
in taking the stage. According 
to Eric Levy, director. of the 
Pub, they were dissatisfied 
with the lighting and refused 
to play until it met their 
specifications. 
The Laughing Dogs play 
very simplistic rock n' roll. 
Their music couldn't be 
~ood ose -
~o 
•DeWitt Mall 
•ethnic night 
on Sunday 
daily special 
$1 65-$1.90 
described as punk or new 
ware, although they seem to 
strive for that vein. 
Their first song, "Get Outa 
My Way", was indicative of 
their desire to resemble a punk 
style. The lyrics were very 
basic; with the line "get outa 
my way" comprising most of 
the song. 
The guitarist, James 
Leonard who sang with 
vicious facial expressions, was 
backed by a chorus of 
"do·o,doo,doo,doo,doo" by 
the other band members. 
The Laughing Dogs are 
Ronny Carle on bass, and 
Leonard on guitar, Carter 
Cathcart on keyboards and 
Moe Potts-on drums. 
Bassist Carle proved to be a 
strong vocalist also. On the 
Laughing Dogs rock in' inter-
pretation of the Beatles, "One 
After 909", he played a bluesy 
harmonica piece. . Keyboard 
•273-9610 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
Sincerof 
player, Cathcart, who has 
played with Two Generations of 
Brubeck and was featured on 
their "Truth is Fallen" (Atlan-
tic) album, displayed his talent 
in ''One After 909". also. He 
opened the song with a funky 
The Lau~hinr; Dogs 
Little Feat-type solo. 
The Dogs did other hits· such 
as "Get 'Em Outa Town" and 
'' Johnny Contender''. ''Get 
Em Outa Town" was a great 
tune, which I predict will soon 
cess. 
The Laughing Dogs then did 
"I Wanna Be Your Man" for 
their encore. The song, writ-
ten by the Beatles and recor-
ded on the "8" side of the 
end up as a commercial sue- continued on pa~e /3 
* Spyro- Gyr~ * 
~-:- .. :,"""' 
ALL-YOU·CAM• 
EAT NIGHTS 
<C) 1::Jl-l 
Ground Round Style 
~ I •Fn 
Every Tues. & Thurs. 
All-you-con-eat of our Golden Fried Chicl~en 
with steak fries and cole slow. 
Big People Little People 
S3.45 $1.79 
(Childre~ under 12) 
)W'fl 
Every Wed. & Fri. 
All-you-con-eat of our tosry fried fish fillets 
with tartar sauce, steal~ fries and coJe slow. 
Big People Little People 
$3.00 $1.79 
(Children under 12) 
WHERE THE GOOD TIMF.S ARE FOUND! 
SpyroGyra 
by Michael Weinstein 
Ithaca will host one of _the 
hottest new bands in the music 
industry on Nov. 8 in the 
Strand Theater. Spyro Gyra is 
- 3,\ multi-faceted instrumental 
band from.Buffalo, N.Y., that 
play~ original, jazzy, high 
.energy music. 
Spyro Gyra has recorded 
two albums. The first called 
"Spyro Gyra", was released in 
1977 and sold more than 
200,000 copies. A single from 
that album, called "Shaker 
Song'' made the national pop-
charts and has been played on 
Top 40 radio stations. That 
year, Spro Gyra was voted the 
most promising new pop-
instrumental group by Record 
World, while the album hit 
different billboard charts. 
The band payed for the 
album out of their own· 
_pockets and originally had 
hoped only to break even. 
They recorded the album 
themselves, with the help of 
producer Richard Calandra, 
and released it on their own 
label, Crosseyed Bear Recor-
ds. By March 1979, Sp.yro 
Gyra hatl sold so many c_opies 
in up_state N. Y., -that a local 
distributer, Amherst Records, 
decided to pick up the LP and 
re-release it. 
Through an agreement with 
Amherst, the band signed a 
contract with Infinity Records 
and recorded their second 
album "Morning Dance". 
This LP has sold rapidly and a 
few cuts are played regularly 
• on FM radio stations. Almost 
all of the songs are written by 
sax player Jay Becke:1stein and 
keyboardist Jerem} Wall. 
Their styles range from the 
clean pop-jazz sollnd of the 
title song "Morning Dance", 
to the softer, more melodic 
"Rasul", to the hard driving, 
well-orchestrated sound of 
"End of Romanticism". Said 
Jay Bcckenstein, "I like 
beautiful .melodies and easy to 
understand rhythms. I'm a 
happy person, so the music is 
easy and happy". 
Corner West Seneca & Albany St. 
0 0 
.1 . 6 pack 1.65 pen al Y 
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M"II 6pack 2.09 I er 12 pack 4.16 
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muz-ho·cl~/ Ian Durv and - D the Blocl.c;heads O It !.£u~~lf 
by David O'Flaherty 
"Tommy The Talking 
Toolbox says, 'It's for all the 
family to enjoy.'" If you've 
never taken advise from a 
talking tool box before, don't 
start now. The Blockhead~ are 
a tight back-up band, studio 
punk rockers with some real 
ability, but despite his song 
writing ability, Ian Oury is 
but another punker who has 
the talent to talk in key. The 
music is cohesive and contains 
sometimes surpnsmg style 
changes from tune to tune, but 
Dury's cockney accented 
drone takes away much of the 
effect of the music. 
Side One opens with a syn-
chopated funky tune, "Inbet-
weenies", well-arranged with 
tight breaks that make the 
song truly funky. There's a 
good piano solo ·by Mickey 
Gallagher and I'd even like 
this tune if it wasn't for the 
vocals. Actually, I do like it, 
but as the record spins on, the 
singing becomes monotonous 
and tiring. 
"Quiet" is a cross between a 
disco-punk-funk style of 
:David Bowie and Elvin 
Bishop, and feature~ ~ome 
rocky Jeff Beck lich by 
guitarist John Turnbull. If it 
s~e_rn) I'm mentioning a lot of 
"names", it'~ because the 
mmic is hardly in an original 
vein. The lyric~ on this tune 
are amazingly adolescent and 
the words seem to be chosen 
only because they rhyme. 
"Don't Ask Mc" 1~ in the 
same vein as the pre\ ious 
song, but is liven ur b1 Tur-
nbull's guitar playing. l lnfor-
tunately, Dury's voc.:als take 
away anything good the song 
may have to offer. 
One tune that seems to be in 
a comfortable style for the 
band as a whole is "Sink My 
Boats", a rocker containing 
good slide-playing by Turnbull 
and tasty sax w0rk by Davey 
Payne. And somehow, Dury 
finds somewhere in his vocal 
chords the ability to sing. Not 
great singing, but musical 
notes all the same. 
Ending up the side is 
"Waiting for Your Taxi", 
another punk tune with some 
clever stops and a few good 
studio tricks. The horns work 
well on this one and the lvrics 
arc in deep-voiced Zappa 
style. A tune you can really 
have fun with. 
Attempting to cover a, 
many styles as po~sible, Side 
Two start~ with "This is what 
We Find",a reggae tune which 
is mmically tight if not in-
teresting. Dury proves his dif-
ficulty in carrying a tune on 
this song, but the backing 
vocals help him out. The horn 
arrangen:ic_r.1 i, .<,omcwhat cor-
ny and very reminiscent of the 
Beatles. 
This tune tightly breaks into 
"Uneasy Sunny Day Hotsy 
Totsy", another rocker which 
is hindered by Dury's singing. 
This one's a women's lib tune, 
using the lyrics "It's time that 
the ladies kept quiet", 
followed by various comments 
such as "no it isn't", "shut 
your gob", "up your bum", 
etc ... lt should be a big boost 
to E.R.A. and the women's 
movement. 
After this tune comes to a 
crashing death, "Mischief" 
comes in, revealing once again 
the band's ability to play 
driving rock well. There's 
more good playing by guitarist 
E~tman Philharmonic at IC 
by Karen Johnston 
Ithaca College is one stop 
on the 1979 concert tour for 
the Eastman Philharmonic. 
The Philharmonic is com-
posed of 100 instrumentalists, . 
all senior students of the 
Eastman School of Music at 
the University of Rochester. 
Under the direction of 
David Effron, the performan-
ce will feature guest cellist 
Robert Sylvester. The 
program will open with 
"Overture to Merry Wives _of 
Windsor" by Nicolai, 
followed by "Livre pour Or-
chestra" by Lutoslawski, and 
Bloch's "Schelomo". "After-
tones of Infinity" by Sch_war-
tner and Strauss', "Death and 
Transfiguration" will entl the 
program. 
The high reputation of the 
Eastman Philharmonic is 
widely known. The orchestra 
has peformed frequently on 
radio and television and their 
touring schedule ... stretcties 
from continent to continent. 
They have appeared in the 
Soviet Union, Europe,· the 
Middle East, Canada, and the 
United States. They have also 
had the benefit of performing 
with such famous conductors 
as Igor Stravinski and Karl 
Husa along with many others. 
In a 1962 debut performance 
at Carnegie Hall, the "New 
York Times" praised their en-
tirely professional approach 
and skill as instrumentalists. 
The guest cellist is also 
highly regarded as both a 
chamber and solo artist; 
Robert Sylvester has appeared 
in tours of the United States 
and Europe. Sylvester 
graduated from the Julliard 
School of Music and now ser-
ves as a· member of the String 
Faculty of the Eastman School 
of Music. 
In the words of the "New 
York Times" the Eastman 
Philharmoni1o , _ u ,,,..,___ ':<,~ 
orchestra." Their performan-
ce should be first class, too, 
Wednesday, Nov. 7 in the 
Ford Hall Auditorium. 
WICB-TV Covers Election,s 
by Barbara Nienaltowski 
· Ithaca College's television 
station, WlCB-TV will 
provide the only- local 
television coverage of Ithaca 
area elections on '' Election-
center 13". Coverage will in-
cluded the mayoral, city coun-
cil, and Board of Represen-
tatives races as well as 
numerous races in the subur-
ban Ithaca area. 
Live coverage will begin at 
IO pm on election night, Nov. 
6 on Cerrache cable Channel 
13 and will continue until the 
results are in. The following 
night, Wednesday, Nov_ 7, 
WICB-TV will present an elec-
tion special from 10 pm to 
10:30 pm. The special will be 
a review and analysis of elec-
tion night. 
On "Electioncenter 13" the 
show's executive producer, 
Donna Kessler, a junior at 
Ithaca College, will report the 
results as they come in. She 
will be joined periodically by 
co-producer Chris Fickes '80, 
for world and national news 
reports. The other co-
producer is Mary Rogus, 
class of '82. Also, reporters 
Alan Krasheskv '82, Cindv 
continued on page 13 
201 S. Ticap St. 
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THE 
Music Store 
Turnbull and once again Oury 
manages to take away from 
the 5ong wah hi~ ",inging". 
"Dance of the Screamer~" 
i, a catchy fu,ion t unc 
featuring more good piano 
playing by Gallagher and a 
nice jazz-influenced sax ,olo 
hy Payne. Not to leave well 
enough alone, though, Oury 
includes a "cat and mou,e" 
~ection with himscif 
,creaming, answered by a 
squealing ~ax. The song cvcn-
t ual\y fades out with more of 
the ~ame epileptic sax playing. 
70,W AU'f"1.0S1 ,_&AO, 273 QOO• 
For the last tune it'\ hack to 
reggae with "Lullaby for 
Francie\", a mcllO\\ tune 
whic.:h include\ ~ome \\Cll-
placecJ harmonica playing 
The \tructure of the \Ong 1, 
ba\ically repetitiou, and boring, 
the perfect tune tor a lullaby. 
The tune~ arc tight on DO 
IT YOURSELF ;.nJ the 
mu\iciamh1p i, good, but 
when 11 come\ to Ian Oury, the 
Blockhead, would have been 
better off it they'd done i1 
themselve,. 
Greyhound's 
quick cure for 
the book blues. 
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To One-Way Round-Trip Depart 
New York $25.00 $28.00 exc. 5 X's a day 
Phila. $22.55 $42.85 3 X's a day 
Buffalo $7.35 $14.00 5 X's a day 
Rochester $4.60 $8. 75 6 X's a day 
Long lsland-$25.00 $28.00 exc. 2 X's a day 
Hempstead /1-'r:C(!'.' ',~1ti1t'C' ·, '' ''dl'C]l!: 
GREYHOUND 710 West State Street 272-7930 
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Our. Salad Bar is overflowing 
with Shrimp, Shrimp, Shrimp . .. 
TU 13ACI\~, 
... but save room for the 
free Sundae Bar for dessert. 
13ACI\~ 
We're famous for Prime Ribs, 
Steaks, Seafood, & Irish Coffee 
RESERVATIONS 272-6484 
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Film/ College Film Series 
by David Lebovitz 
Ithaca is fortunate to have 
two colleges both with film 
showings. Aside from diver-
sity, the films are relatively 
inexpensive and are often 
classics that you might have 
missed the last time they 
played. November is a par-
ticularly good month with 
some excellent flicks. The 
following is a list of some of 
the more notable ones. 
One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest 
In One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest, Jack 
Nicholson plays Murphy, a 
sane man who gets himself 
committed to an institution to 
escape from prison life. Once 
inside, he finds it is not the 
retreat he thinks it is. 
An Academy Award winner, 
this film deserves high praise 
for its presentation of the 
mentally unstable (as in King 
of Hearts, who is sane? the 
society or the misfits?) Ex-
cellent performances by 
Louise Fletcher as the hateful 
Big Nurse and· Brad Dourf in 
the lead role, accentuate a 
·hard-hitting film .. J.C. Textor 
102, Nov. 2-3. 
The-Last Waltz 
The Last Waltz is an "arty" 
c_oncert film by Martin Scor-
sece (Mean Streets, Taxi 
Driver) with several · great 
musical performances; but is 
too drawnout to have long-
term interest. The film is a 
pretty good documentation of 
the Band's final performance 
with many famous gu~sts -
Bob Dylan, Neil Diamond, 
Van Morrison. The best per-
formance is __ Neil Young'~ 
"Helpless" with a haunting 
back up by Joni Mitchell. 
The film tends to linger on 
artiful shots rather than trying 
to capture the spirit of the 
music. The overall result is a 
collage of performances with 
interesting, yet tedious parts. 
J.C. Textor 102, Nov. 9-10. 
A Clockwork Orange 
In A Clockwork Orange, 
Director Stanley Kubrick 
makes so many· statements 
about society in one film that 
it is one of the best movies ever 
made. It is shocking for. the 
viewer to see such graphic 
violence but it is done so well 
that the viewer is more offen-
is a shocking film, the im-
plications which are fright-
ening to our social environ-
ment. J.C. Te1<tor 102, Nov. 
30. 
Three Women 
What Three Women lack.fin 
narrative content it makes up 
for in superior poetic visual 
imagery. As a follower of 
Robert Altman, I found 
Three Women confusing at 
first, but as the film 
progressed, Altman's satirical 
voice again, as in previous 
films rises in despair of our 
culture. The characters are 
downright frightening because 
they are all hangers-on. They 
grasp a fragment of reality (or 
create a separate one) and live 
a secluded life. 
she dominates her life. One 
leaves the· theater shaken up 
and quite disturbed, but it is a 
flawless film in every respect 
and should definitely be seen. 
Cornell U., Uris Hall Theatre, 
Nov. 30-Dec. I. 
Alice's Restaurant 
A true I 960's film (actually 
1969), the film is a cult 
favorite with good reason; it is 
funny, warm and surprisingly 
well-done. Directed by Arthur 
Penn (Bonnie and Clyde) the 
film appears earthy, like the 
<:haracters it depicts. Ario 
Guthrie stars as a typical 60's 
counter-culture type who runs 
into trouble with the law and 
experiences several comical 
situations when visiting his 
friend Alice in Vermont. 
.-------------------,.-11!!!!!!!!11--.ded by the forcefullness of the 
har~cters than the 
The performances by Shelly 
Duvall and Sissy Spacek are 
interpreted with a surrealistic 
tone. 
Ario Guthrie proves his 
singing is better than his ac-
ting, but his appearan.cc 
definitely has its moments and 
his rendition of the song 
"Alice's Restaurant" is a 
classic. Cornell U., Uris Hall 
Theatre, NO\·, 16-17. 
Jui9i'J 
g1a.1io.n e .u.iAim 
FINE ITALIAN 
SPECIAL TIES 
SINCE 1949 
272-5080 
lood. 
The characters themselves 
ia,re a gang of hoodlums who 
make violence and crime an 
everyday occurance. Kubrick 
(2001:Space Odyssey, Barry 
·Lyndon) puts society at fault -
that's where the audience 
'takes offense. In reality, 
society is at fault and the 
dilemna between passivism 
and aggression was studied. 
Spacek is a teenager who 
tries to emulate the plastic 
Shelly Duvall and eventually 
takes over her personality until 
D. ' , urango. 
by Jaime Steve Tootin' Son of a Gun From 
Make it a point to see A 
Clockwork Orange but don't 
_______________________ _. expect mild entertainment. It 
169 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE. COMMONS) 
The musical trio Durango, Arizona Ragtime Cowboy 
consisting of Howie Kates, Joe". That last mouthful of a 
Paul Marino, and Charley song was rendered in a l 940's 
Young, appeared last Sunday "Be-Pop".style which made it 
night at · the Egbert Union's great fun to sing along with; if 
Crossroads for a less than full you could remember the lyrics. 
to capacity crowd. The fact· The first set opened with a 
that there weren't many Hank Williams tune "They'll 
people present in the audience Be No Teardrops Tonight" 
is really a shame because the followed by 14 other songs. 
group is extremely talented. Highlights in this set included: 
The lead vocals switched Neil Young's "Comes A 
back and forth from song to Time"; America's "Ventura 
song between Young, Marino, Highway" and the Beatles' 
and Kates. While one· was "Your Mother Should 
singing lead, the other two Know", in which harmonics 
musicians sang fantastic har- by Marino and Young were 
monies - the likes of which I just perfect for the mellow 
have never had the pleasure to mood of the evening. The 
hear before. second set was dominated by 
The band mostly plays country rock tunes such as 
songs by popular folk, rock, Marshall Tucker's "Fire on 
and country ·groups ranging the Mountain"; The Pure 
from Bob Dylan to the Beatles Prairie League's "Amy"; and 
to the Outlaws. Apart from "Knoxville Girl" by the 
standards, the gro·up shines Outlaws. 
when it comes to its few If you missed Durango, as it 
original tunes .such as Kates' appears many people did, I 
"Now and Then" or an strongly suggest you go see 
ocasional witty old tune like them, because they're 
"Hi!!h Falutin' Rootin' continued on oa?.e /4 · 
·······~······ ... ········································· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:: - THE _SD\NlEY ClAFKE CDNCER" S:J-IEDUlED • 
:: fORNOV. 1 1 ATCOFNEll. HAS BEEN CANCEUED 
.. ' 
:: AS HAS HIS ENTIFE lOUR DUE 10 HEAOH 
•• 
:: PR:>BlEM 5 CORJEll.CONCER" COl\t:M ISSON· IS 
.. ~ . ... 
:: PFES::NTIY TRr'ING 10 F£$:HEDUlE 1HE CDNCER: 
•• 
:: RERJNDS Will.BE GIVEN IN ACCOFDANCE WllH 
•• 
:: lHE INSJRJCTIONSON 1HE BAO< OF1HE llO<ET. · 
···················~·················--···················· 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME. 
WITH.FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CWSESTLIQUOR S1DRE 
1D LC. CAMPUS · 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N.Y.S. Wioes" 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
... _. 
··-,::c:, ... - ••.. -.. 
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Sounds/ Music Information 
.bY Steve Fink 
Foreingner will be starring 
in the largest live rock radio 
broadcast in history on Nov. 
15. The broadcast, originating 
in Atlanta, Georgia, will be 
aired by satellite 
simultaneously on 175 radio 
stations in the US and many 
others in foreign countries. 
The total estimated audienc;e 
will be 25 million. We can 
hear the concert on W AAL 
and also their first with an 
outside producer since 1970. 
Bob Ezrin, who has worked 
, with Alice Cooper, among 
99.1 FM at 10 pm. , 
Stevie Wonder's the "Secret 
Life of Plants" album is due 
in two weeks. Motown was 
planning to .make the c6ver 
smell of perfume when scrat-
ched but it was later 
discovered that tlie perfume 
deteriorates vinyl records. 
The cover has been replaced.· 
"-The Wall", Pink Floyd's 
new album should be out at 
the end of Nov. This will be 
their first double studio album 
others, is the producer. The 
album is supposed to be about 
a guitar player who becomes 
introverted and builds a wall 
around himself. Floyd should 
be touring in the early part of 
1980. 
The tentative title for Bruce 
Springsteen's next album is 
"The Ties tnat Bind" .The Ip 
was all set to go, but on the 
occassion of his 30th birthday 
he was inspired to write some 
new songs. The album should 
be out in early '80 and contain 
ten songs. 
In the next few weeks look for: 
A re-release of the movie 
soundtrack to the "Rocky 
Horror Picture Show". The 
album has been unavailable 
for four years. The re-release 
will contain two previously 
Notes From_ Ford 
by Karen Johnston 
This week is particularly busy 
in Ford Hall. 
On Friday, Nov. 2, guest 
tubist Dan Peratoni will ap-
pear in the Ford Hall 
Auditorium at 8:15 pm. 
Among the works to be in-
cluded in his program are: 
"Sonata for Tuba and Piano" 
by Donald White and 'tuba 
solo "Midnight Realities" by 
Morgan Powell. A second 
tubist, Dave Unland will join 
Peratoni irl "Duo No. 1 Op 
70" by Mozart. Eugene Boz-
zo's "Concerto" will follow 
along with "Threesome for 
Tuba and Tape" by Wyatt. 
Tubist Dave Unland will join 
Peratoni in Luedeke's "Won-
derland Duet for Tuba and 
Narrator." Dana Wilson will 
narrate. The pr9gram will end 
with a Mass Tuba Ensemble. 
Three recitals are placed for 
Saturday, Nov. 3. At 2 pm in 
Ford Hall~· oboeist Diane 
Gumas will perform her junior 
recital. Organist Philip 
Brehse, pianist Elizabeth 
Thomasson and soprano 
Christine W ondolowski will 
assist in the performance. 
Gumas' performance will in-
clude works by Bach, Hayden, 
·Nielson, and Hindermith. 
Senior basspnist Wendy 
Haas will- appear at 3 pm on 
Saturd_ay in the Naberharn;r 
Room. Haas' program in.-
dudes two works by Gliere: 
"lmpromtu 35 No. 9" and 
"Humoresque Op 35 No. 8". 
A Von Weher "Concerto in F 
Major Op 75", "Sonata in D 
Minor Op 4 No. l" bv· Bor-
smortier and Philips "Concer-
to Piece." 
At 4 pm on Saturday in 
Ford Hall, Paul ~tephan will 
perform a baritone recital. 
Pianist Anne King-Nagel! will 
accompany. Among the 
works in his program are 
Bach's "Canrara No. 82", 
"Drei Sonelte von Pertrarca" 
by Liszt, "Four Last Songs'' 
by William and BeetlJovenTs 
"Audre ferne Geliebte." 
Three more concerts are 
scheduled for Sunday, Nov. 4. 
At 11 pm in the Nabe_rhauer 
Room, sophomore violinist 
D_avid Smfrh- will perform 
sonatas by Bach and Kin-
demith and "Concerto· in E 
Minor" by Mendelssohn. 
Pianist Maria Delgado will ac-
company. 
Sophomore pianist Sheila 
Kibbe will perform at 3 pm· in 
the Naberhauer Room. Her 
program features Beethoven's· 
"Sonata Op 31 No. 1 in G 
Minor", 3 Debussy preludes 
and a SQ~jlta by Ginaslena. 
Also on Sunday, at 5: 15 in 
Ford Hall, faculty violinist 
Darci Barnes will perform 
Shoatrakovich's "Sonata for 
Violin and Piano Op 147. 
Pianist Sheryll McManis will 
accompany. Bach's "Suite in 
E flat Major" will follow. Mc-
Manis will perform 
Perkofrief rs Piano Sonata Op 
14 No. 22 in D Minor. The 
final number in their perfor-
mance is Vitali's "Chacon-
ne." 
Kappa Gamma Psi will per-
form their. fall concert on 
continued on page J3. 
unreleased songs by 'I im 
Curry and two by Meatloaf ... 
Jorma Kaukonen, "Jor-
ma" ... the Jefferson Star-
ship, "Freednrn at Point 
Zero" with new members 
Aynsley Dunbar, ex of Jour-
ney and Mickey Thomas, ex of 
Elvin Bishop and minus Grace 
Slick and Marty Balm ... ELP II 
live, including the "Peter I 
Gunn Theme" is the only I 
previously unreleased cut ... 
Manhattan Transfer, "Exten-1 
siions" ... The Pat Methen~ 
Group-- Pat, Lyle Mays and \ 
Dan Goltlieb, "American j 
Garage"... Gilda Radner, 
"Live from New York", The 
album contains vignettes, 
songs and sketches from the 
live show including "Let's 
Payne ... zz Top's first record 
in three years "Deguello" ... a 
group to be listened for, 
Squeeze, is releasing a new 
single in the near future. 
Squeeze has had four top 10 
singles in England in this last 
year. The band also released a 
very good album thi~ past 
spring.. a new album from 
Aerosmith ... and in the distant 
future new music from Neil 
Young and the Dead. 
Thanh to JCB FM's the 
Sampler for aid and infor-
mation. 
Make your room 
an Oasis. 
.-~.'~ •Trop,ca\ Plonts and 
Lush Hangmg Baskets 
•Frec;h. Silk. and Dned Flowers 
PLUS Bamboo. \v1cker and rattan chairs. 
tahll's. hampers. baskets. nhnds. mirrors. 
Straw nigs Decoratmg accessorirs 
talk Dirty to the Animals"... THE 
Little Feat", Qown on the 
Dii'merware. mug'> and many exciting 
gifts! 
Farm", with some help from PLANTATION 
friends Bonnie Raitt, David .• 
Lindley, Robben Ford, tt.i lth,1l"a<"o1111111111"•2,:~-,2a1 
Rosemary Butler, and Fran i::::=:======·=\·t=11=ir= ... =· "=·r=, =ic::-m_c...;1 ':.-' _111_·:...,S_u_m_l.i~y_l_l-4 __ , ___ -U 
S.A.B. Films 
presents. o o 
One Flew Over 
the 
Cuckoo's Nest 
Friday & Saturd·ay 
T-102 Ad01ission $1 
--7 :00 & 9:30 p.mo 
Live Mu.,ic bTn Frida,· Night. !!VE 
Never a co, er. 
Thi., week - Nov. 2 
"No Such Thing As A Free-Lunch" '"Lm:a1cd in the heart nf downtown Varna .. 
/lt>memade Soup.,, Sandwiche.,, Quich<·~ .( Salad., 
.,t>ri·ed f mm 11 ·1 JU daily 
ENJOY LUNCH IN OUR RUSTIC 
WOOD-HEATED BACK ROOM 
989 Dryden Rd. 
272-2807 
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by Liz Ncporcnt 
On Tuesday evening, Eve 
Merriam gave a poetry reading 
at the Main Theater of 
Dillingham Center. Ap-
proximately 150 people, 
students and otherwise, tur-
ned out for the event. The 
poet walked on stage at 
precisely 8: 15 pm. Merriam is 
presently an artist-in-residence 
at I.C. The audience gave her 
a warm round of applause and 
then Merriam read a series of 
poems that made this article 
well deserved. 
Merriam has been a poet all 
her life. According to her, thi~ 
talent was "prenatal". She is, 
however, not limited to 
writing poetry. Merriam has 
written over 30 books in- · 
eluding satire, prose, and 
plays. Indeed, she is not 
.. ---------------... ----- present at I.C. this semester because of her poetry, rather 
Your own Adventure Your own ODYSSEY 
In the Realm of Meat and Drink of Mortals 
Begins at the ODYSSEY. .. 
eroysse 
Open Daily 4 p.m. Sundays 1 p.m. 
Reservations and· banquets for all occasions 
Call 272-2422 
1654 Trumansburg Rd. 
(6-7 miles from downtown Ithaca 
west on Route 96) 
S.A.B. Films 
prefilt•ntN ••• 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS 
THIS IS THE HILARIOUS 
UNCUT,ORIGINALVERSION OF 
Don"! be 
misled by 
substitutes 
The 1936 
.. classic'' 
largely 
res6ons1ble 
for the 
man1uana 
laws today. 
Now a 
fantastic 
comedy. 
"Hilarious" 
-WABC-TV 
"The humor 
is everywhere" I 
-Chicago Tribune 
"As frightening 
as it is funny" I 
-Detroit Free Press 
f"ROM N[W LINE CINEMA 
..:.LLtl J .• LJ » .J.:LI 
.;UJ·'J 
DIRECTED BY STEVE GILLMOR 
I 
THE HENDRIX EXPERIENCE IS HER ! I 
I 
I 
Anewtilm-
Hendrix at his pt!ilk 
The historic 
Bt>rkt•IPy Cone t'rt 
Mt•mon.il D,iv 1Y70 
With ,'1,\1tc h Mite hell 
,1mJB1flv(_"' 
fl, High 
J 1L~U Directed by Pc•tl'r Pilar1an. 1n<olorrrom 
•\ mu,t ,,~· tor dli 
I l,·ndn, ran.it1<, <1nd 
.I 
I 
Friday & Saturday SI Admission 
12:00 • midni!!ht T-102 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
due to a special grant for 
playwrites-in-residence. 
Merriam says she gathers 
her ideas and inspirations 
fro_m all over. She doesn't 
write at any one special time, 
rather she works in fits and 
starts; any word or scene may 
trigger her imagination. 
"But", she says," I usually 
don't write somet'1ing 
at one 
It takes 
and revision." 
sitting. 
a lot of time 
Merriam terms the type of 
poetry she writes as "social 
Eve ernam 
poetry". Her material cer-
tainly is varied. Many of her 
poems were humorous, some 
were serious, and others were 
purely satirical in nature. Of-
ten, tones of feminism showed 
DATSUN TOYOTA SUBARU 
VOLKSWAGEN PORSCHE AUDI 
Foreign Car Service 
. Machine Shop 
Small Cars Bought and Sold 
· Wrecker Service 
through as in her poem 
"Ofeilia Reviva". Her subject 
matter ranged from revised 
mother goose rhymes "There 
was ·a crooked man and he did 
very well" to "Husbands 
notes about her", a collection 
of anthropological field notes 
as man attempts to study the 
female culture ... All were writ-
ten and read with the rate 
charm this author/poet 
possesses. 
Although Merriam has just 
published two new poetry 
books "Rainbow Writing" 
and "A . Husband's Note 
About Her' and has compiled 
over the years numerous 
awards and honors, she still 
insists no one can make a 
living simply being full-time 
poet. "Not even Robert Frost 
was able to until he was much 
older," she says. "But," she 
adds as advise to aspiring 
continued from paf!.e 13 
THE·3·DAY·ALL·YOU·CAN 
EAT· ITALIAN· FEAST.$3.95. 
Including ·wine or BeerD 
-
An Italian Fust guarantttd 10 •l~r nien the 111ou1n1 appetite. We •tart you off with 
our famou• ANTIPASTO Salad Buffet ... .u much a. you want ... and follow that with 
platters piled high with SPAGHETTI, LASAGNA. MEA TBAllS. SAUSAGES. PIZZA 
and more. You alop only when you'\/e had enough. 
1)- tit•;, Chrilildren under 10 .. ~:d Sunday Noon to Closing In.,, a Monday & Tueaday4 pm to Closing V RESTAURANT• 409 College Av. 
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*Sinceros and Laughing-Dogs at Noyes Pub 
Continued from pa[!.e d 
Rolling Stones first single, 
turned out to be an ap-
propriate tune for a band such 
as. the Laughing Dogs to 
borr9w. They performed the 
number in a style reminiscent 
of the older British bands 
when they were first beginning 
their careers. 
The Sinceros 
The Noyes Center Pub con-
cert was the Sinceros' lirst 
American performance. I was 
highly impressed by them, 
musically-but their 
professionalism was lacking. 
When I spoke of a "Battle of 
the Bands" atmosphere, it was 
mainly created by the Sin-
ccros. They were using The 
Laughing Dogs' equipment 
and repeatedly made commen-
ts about rhe quality "of 
···*Notes-From Ford 
Continued from page I I 
Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 8:15 in 
Ford Hall. Among the per-
formers arc Michael Mc-
Donald, Paul Stephan, Diane 
Cifonelli, Anne King-Nagell, 
Mary Stamper, Gordon 
Smith, James Pallone, and 
Rene Fedesco. 
Finally, on Wednesday 
evening in Ford Hall there will 
be a special performance of 
here at Ithaca College is part 
of their 1979 concert tour. 
Their program features 
Nicolais' "Overture to Merry 
Wives of Windsor", Livre 
Pour Orchestra" by 
Lutoslawski, Bloch's 
''Schclomo'', '' A_ftertones of 
Infinity" by Schwanter. The 
program will end with "Death 
and Transfiguration" by 
Strauss. 
the Eastman Philharmonic All concerts are free and-
from the University of open to the public. 
Rochester. Their performance 
*Electioncenter 13 
continued from paRe 9 
Hansen '80, John Davidoff 
'82, Kim Agle '82, and Karen 
Johnston '82 will be sending in 
video reports from the 
headquarters of eaeh mayoral 
candidates.-
The total staff and crew for 
the production numbers forty-
five Ithaca College students as 
well as a professional technical 
facilities staff, and a faculty 
advisor. Some members of the 
crew include: Scott Preston 
'80, Director, Tad Butler '81, 
Technical Director; Pam 
Schneider '81, Assistant Direc-
tor; Fred Hamilton '80, 
Production Manager; and Lisa 
Mendal '81, Chied Writer. 
*Eve Merriam 
continued from page 12 
poets, "Don't become 
discouraged. Just keep at it 
and don't think about a 
market for your work -- just 
keep compiling up material." 
How does · one go about 
becoming a poet, many people 
· ask her. Merriam, in her con-
temporary and perceptive way 
has conveniently answered this 
question with a poem: 
take the leaf of a tree 
trace its exact shape 
the outside edges 
and inner lines 
memorize the way it is 
fastened to the twig 
(and how the twig arches 
from the band) 
how it springs forth in April 
how it is panoplied in July 
by late August 
crumple it in your hand 
so that you smell its · 
end-of-summer sadness 
chew its wood stem . 
listen to its autumn rattle 
watch as it automizes in the 
November air 
then in winter 
when there is no leaf left 
invent one 
published with the permission 
. of Eve Merriam 
Don't miss the .. world 
premiere of Eve Merriam's 
play "The Good Life.. Lady 
MacBeth of Westport" on 
Dec. 4-8 at the Dillingham 
Center for the Perforwing Ar-
American gear". 
During the middle of the 
show, one of the cymbah fell 
off its holder. The lead singer, 
and guitar player, Mark Kjcld-
sen, mentioned the "practical 
joker who thought the 
Laughing Dogs \\0t1ld support 
m on our first show in the 
United States". 
Aside from thi~ 
The Talking Head,. -
The band consist~ of Kjeld-
,en on guitar and vocal~. Rob-
bie Irwin on drum~, Ron 
Francoi~ on ba~, and vocal, 
and Don Snow on keyboar-
d, and vocab. 
For their encore they did 
"Arc You Ready", and a 
reggae beat ~ong with \imple 
lyric~ that repeat, "arc you 
ready to go ,tcady" over and 
over. 
On the whole, the perfor-
mance wa\ an enJoyable ex-
perience. The \eating, 
although ,lightly cramped, 
allowed for visability from any 
part of the room. Drink, and 
food arc ,erved at the Pub 
also. More Pub ,how, arc 
planned and m the proce\~ of 
being planned ... ,o \lay tuned 
to South Hill "your ~ourcc for 
information in Ithacan enter-
tainmcnt." 
"behavior", the band wa, 
good. Their music was more 
cont rolled and nvJre precise 
than The Laughing Dogs, 
which made them resemble 
~omething closer to New 
Wave. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . 
The Sinceros did several 
songs from the album; "I .Still 
MissYou'', "MyLittleLctter" : 
• 
and "Good Luck to You". : 
They also dili "Take Me to : 
You;- Leader", their fantastic : 
• hit single. The song has a very : 
FISH & CLAMS: 
AL~ YOU CAN EAT! 
Wed. 
& 
Fri. 
$4.49 
*Salad Bar 
Included 'til 10 p.m. J 
MOW,UD 'I. 
oMnson 1 
. 
. 
. 
. 
punkish keyboard opening :.o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
and generally reminded me of r.,.,...,.,..,..,..,..,..,...,.,.l'.,..,,.,.,...,...,.,..,..,.,..,.,..,,.,,.,..1 I fY!w !7alad ~ I I 364 ~1wuui fJkad I I 9/,}· fY1w r!7Jte4h r!7uut [/Jt<ne I 
s ~ ---"-=-- s I tt.1" e. I I Whole Grains, Dried Fruits & Nuts, I I Fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Hain Health I S Foods, Arrowhead Mills Flours, Dairy ~ § Products, Cheeses I 
I -ALL REASONABL y PRICED- I I Specials: I § Apples 27C lb. § § any & all kinds S l Tofu 89(: 10 oz. container I 
l,...,llll.llllll.lllllll"ll.lll.llll.111.J 
WEEKEND 
DINING 
INTH~O 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
IS TI:IE LOVEL!EST NIGHT 
OF THE WEEK!!! 
SUNDAY MORNING 
BRUNCH 
(served from 8 a.m 'Iii 2 p.m.) 
~~:-::-::-=:-::-::-::.::-::-;:-:~:-::-::-:~:-::-::-::-::-: 
~ ITHACA I 
~ FLOWER~ 
~: SHOP :; ~ g 
- -~ ~ I Long Stem; 
(served. from 5'30 to 9 00} 
STEAMSHIP ROUND OF BEEF 
cJrved by your command 
SEAFOOD NEWBURG 
GAZEBO CHICKEN 
VEGETABLES • RICE PILAF 
ASSORTED S'ALADS & RELISHES 
SOME SWEET THINGS 
'r'ou anti 1our /ov1•/\' w,// ,wt'lv /01·t• 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
BURGUNDY WINE 
(all you can consume) 
$10.95 
•• 0 
Fresh Live Maine Lobster 
$9.95 
French Toast ~: l'a11cat..n 
Scmnih/1'{1 Egg, 
H/lrnn ° Sww1gl· 
J-'rnh J-'rnits ~ ,3<>::. 
">-11-W 
alter 11 :30 
(, >111cli1· 
Sulwl\ ·' 2 L11tn·1·\ 
Frn·h \ ·<'gl'f11hl1·s 
llorncr11ucl(' Hrcwl\ ~ Roses ~ ~ ~ 
~ 25% ii I Discount ! 
~ ~ ~ Ithaca Plaza., ::: ~ Elmira Rooct }~ 
~ ~ 
• • • ONLY S6.95 • • • 
• FREE CARAFE Of WINE • 
• KfEf' COM/NC BACK FOR MORE ' 
'lt,n \\.dh u, ,Jltt•r dinner tur thl' bt•\t (JI~( 0 ,n f(n.,n 
(served from 5 30 to 9 00) 
std\' I Jr) dll(i / )/_\( () \\Ith \Ill// /, J\ ..!1 
(I/ ! t l < /()( /<. Ill (hi' /11< Jr/llrll.! 1'1 
RAMADA INN 
Downtown/Ithaca, N.Y./(607) 272-1000 ~ flo,n·~ for on~ Ol0 l'll!!'lio11 ~:~ 
:". "'',,rid Widl" Wire Sc·n·il"l" :·: 
.... "' .... L------------------------------_,-======a21am-==-==-=r:om::!J :.::-;:-:~=-=~:-::-::-::-::-::..::-::-::..::-::;:-::..::..::-.::-: 
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continued from page 6 
'·*Part Time Faculty 
teach any number of hours up 
to twelve. They are paid on a 
per course basis. Also; certain 
job titles carry more status 
than do others. A lecturer is 
part time and not eligible for 
tenure, Professional staff are 
full time and not eligible for 
tenure. An instructor is full 
time this being their first 
teaching assignment. An 
assistant professor is full time 
and i~ eligible for tenure. An 
associate professor is full 
time and tenured. A professor 
is full time, tenured, and is a 
senior faculty member. The 
administrator states that 
wages and benefits are not 
determined by title. 
Although many people 
think part timers are only lec-
turers, in fact, there are many 
part time professors who hold 
instructor and assistant. 
professor titles. The coHege 
maintains that the school, as 
an institution, is subject to 
change and growth, therefore 
the implications of the titles 
are only gernerally correct. 
Presumablv those part time 
professors who have been 
elevated to titles other than 
lecturer have been recognized 
by the school for their work. 
At this point t_he school 
makes another distinction 
between "continuing" part 
time and "temporary" part 
time. A continuing part timer 
has taught a certain number of 
hours over a number of years 
to the school's satisfaction. 
Temporary part timers are 
generally graduate students 
who teach at IC for a couple 
of years and then move on. 
Z ORB A'S The Only Authentic 
RESTAURANT Greel~ Restaurant 
Recommended by 
The~~ Yoe~ Times as one 
oft e restaurants to eat 
at in Ithaca. 
Featuring Greel"' specialties at excellent-
prices from $3.95 to $5.95 
Imported Greek Wines 
526 West State Street 
273-9651 
7 a.m.-2 p.m. 5 p.m.-1 o p.m. 
'· 
,,,,/ ,,,,,_,,,_,,, 
> ~///{/// / /' ~ ~:: /:::.-=t~ 
, ... 
Many part timers are not presumably pertained to tern-
aware of how the terms ac- porary part timers. Many 
tually apply to themselves. cotinuing part timers ao have 
The administration has been an interest in the school; they 
asked to define these term~ perform many duties which 
with regard to job expec- should only be done by full 
tations and benefits. The timers, such as advising 
school has refused to do so students. Bot-h the Art 
until the full timer's History and the Applied 
unionization question has Writing programs are made up 
been completely settled. completely of part time faculty 
The continuing part timers members. Both of these 
want increased pay, benefits, programs offer minor courses 
and job security. The colleg~ 'of study, which necessitates 
docs not want to grant them student advising. 
these things because of the At the present time the full 
reduced flexibility and in- time faculty is increasing its 
crcas~d cost that would result. strength because they have the 
On one - hand some of the Ithaca College Faculty 
professors are benefitted from Association as a collective 
the full time status titles but on bargaining agent. The part 
the other they are not paid in timers, however, are still in a 
accordance with the amount vulnerable position. The full 
of work their titles imply. timers can bargain in behalf of 
These part time professors of- the part timers only if any 
ten voluntarily work overtime- move the administration 
-equalling a full timer's work makes toward~ the part time 
load, and arc not paid for their faculty affects the status of the 
efforts. There are also instan- full timers. 
ces in which the college has The part time faculty cannot 
two separate part time contracts meet to organize itself. If they 
with one person. That person created too much trouble the 
is also teaching a full course school could decide not to 
load but still receives the renew the part timer's contrac-
equivalent of two part timers' ts. Although the ad-
salaries. Most likely there are ministration must allow the 
other instances in which a part full time faculty to meet on 
time professor is teaching a campus because they are 
full course load but is not paid unionized, the college has said 
as a full time faculty m~mber. that the part time faculty can-
When the full timers nut rent halls on campus in. 
unionized last February the which to meet with a field 
part timers moved to be in- representative from the New 
eluded in the benefits. The York State Union of Teachers. 
National Labor Relations The part timers are now 
Board said that the part timers joining the full timers at their 
should not be represented by a meetings. If the part timers 
union because they do not could get a position filed with 
have a vested interest in the the NLRB, once .the petition 
school. The ruling was recognized the college 
would enter a laboratory 
period: the status quo could 
not be altered, that is, no part 
timers could be fired for their 
efforts at organization. 
The school's position takes 
advantage of part time faculty 
by treating these people in 
consistently. Part timers are 
too often used as stop-gaps. If 
the college would define a 
more equitable policy for part 
timers, they could maintain a 
consistent, high level of 
faculty and also give these 
people the wages and benefits 
they deserve. 
continued from paf.!.e JO 
musically excellent. not to 
mention fun. 
Duran·go will be at the 
RongoviaQ Embassy in 
Trumansburg on Thursday, 
Nov 8, and at the 
Stables Inn this Friday and 
Saturday. 
~~~~):/,.):/,.)1,.);J..);J.. 
{{ GOT A CAR? {{ 
{! Excellent Income {{ 
In shape, from dorm 
to disco ... 
go in style with 
{{ We Pay Gas! {{ 
{{ -Part-time {{ 
{{ drivers needed {{ 
{{ -Hourly wage, {{ 
{{ commission {{ 
{{ & tips {{ our precision cut. $1 2 
Shampoo, cut, style 
ReGIS HAIRSTYLISTS 
Pyramid Mall 257-1233 ___ _,,.;-io:J 
{{ -Car required {{ 
{{ Apply in Person {{ 
{{ PlRRO'S PIZZA ~ 
{{ 404 W. State St. :; 
{{ Hours:10-2 a.m. {{ 
{{ );J.. );J.. );J.. lf );J.. if ~{{ 
Bomliers Breeze by Canisius 
by Howie Mayer 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
recovered from their crucial 
defeat by AIC last week by 
rolling over the Canisius 
Golden Griffins, Saturday, 33-
14. The win leaves the Bom-
bers with a 6-2 record, and sets 
/ 
them up for a key battle this 
weekend with Albany State. 
Ithaca must beat both Albany 
St. and Brockport' St. to have 
a chance to be in the NCAA 
Division Ill Playoffs again 
this year and/ or win .the Lam-
bert Bowl for the fourth time 
photo by John Crispin 
in sjx years. 
The star of this week's game 
was senior tailback John 
Nicolo, who had his best game 
of the year, rushing for l 53 
yards on 19 carries and scoring 
three touchdowns. For his 
performance he was named 
ICAC "Player of the Week" 
and ECAC Honor Roll men-
tions along with coaches' 
awards as "Honorary Offen-
sive Captain," "Back of the 
Week" and "Specialist of the 
"Specialist of the Week", due 
to his punting for 76 yards, in 
two attempts. 
The Bombers started off on 
the right foot with a 54 yard 
touchdown pass from Doug 
DeCarr to Jim Duncan and a 
one yard run by Nicolo in the 
first quarter to jump out to a 
13-0 lead. The Bombers were 
outplayed for the rest of the 
half, as their secondary was 
picked apart by Canisius's 
quarterback, Terry Kanwath, 
who threw for two TD's and 
drew the Golden Griffins. 
closer at halftime, I 9-13, 
although Nicolo did score 
another touchdown. 
Ithaca's defense excelled in 
the second half, however, 
shutting out Canisius. It was 
lead mainly by an improved 
pass rush, a standout of which 
was junior tackle Jimmy Hof-
fman, who had twelve tackles 
(fout solo) and one knock 
down of a pass. As usual, All-
American linebacker John 
haper had an outstanding 
game with 16 tackles (8 solo). 
The Bombers final scores 
came on an 8 yard run by (who 
else?) John Nicolo, and 
another TD pass sco_red by Jim 
Duncan. This was measured 
36 yards and was thrown by 
IC's other QB, Doug Benesko. 
Although IC did win by a 
fairly big margin, it will need a 
60 minute total effort to defeat 
a tough 6-0 Albany St. team. 
The defense did at times lapse, 
but seemed to come on in the 
second half, which is a good 
sign. Motivation, however, 
should not be a problem for 
the Bombers, as they would 
like to avenge last year's 9-6 
defeat, losing on a 45 yard 
field goal with just l :31 
remaining. 
IC Soccer ICAC Champs 
by Andy Feltham 
The Ithaca College soccer 
team won the ICAC cham-
pionship with a record of 6-0. 
' The last ICAC game was 
played last Wednesday when 
the Bombers beat RIT 5-0. 
However, this was not the end 
of the season. 
Last Saturday, the Bombers 
went over to play Cortland 
who were ranked third 
nationally in Division III. The 
Bombers proved they were a 
championship team and 
shutout Cortland 1-0 in over-
time. This win extended the 
Bomber's record to 10-3, and 
was their fifth shutout of the 
year. 
The 5-0 shutout against RIT 
last Wednesday won the ICAC 
championship for the Bom-
bers, but it also cost them the 
loss of two valuable players. 
Both Kim Christianson and 
Bob Thompson were 
hospitalized after the game 
and it is doubtful whether they 
will see any more action this 
season. 
The Bombers showed that 
they have great players both 
on and off the field. Gregg 
Stewert replaced Thompson in 
the nets against RIT and 'C_or-· 
Intramural Update 
by Thomas Buchbinder 
In case some of you didn't 
know, Ithaca College has an 
intramural sports program. 
Judging from the size of this 
year's turn out, this is not a 
well known fact. Herbert 
Broadwell and his assistants 
who run the program, are 
disappointed with the lack of 
interest that has become ap-
parent this year. However, 
some sports have attracted 
many participants. 
The actual number of in-
volved students is estimated to 
be around four hundred. Of 
those four hundred, 50 arc 
women. Donna Zabilski, who 
heads the-women's intramural 
program, said that some 
people arc afraid that the 
competition will be too tough. 
This should not be a concern 
of the students because the 
leagues arc divided into 
divisions according to ability. 
Broadwell agrees with Zabilski 
that intramurals arc geared 
towards the athletes who want 
compet1t1on but aren't 
especially gifted. 
There are many sports of-
fered in the . intramural 
program that don("t get enough 
support to run. This semester 
women's no-contact lacrosse, 
bowling and tennis did not 
have any participants. For the 
men, mini soccer, ultimate 
frisbee, and bowling suffered 
the same consequences. The 
co-ed program took the worst 
dive with only volleyball sur-
viving the decrease in par-
ticipants. 
Of those sports that do run, 
floor hockey is the most 
popular. Intramural assistant 
Ted Oczkowski heads up .that 
and other sports. In the men's 
pro division, Guns and Dope 
and Mean Machine look to be 
very tough to stop. The less 
competitive division, known 
as semi-pro, has the White 
Plague and Crazy Eights I 
emerging as superior forces. 
Ken Mareson, another 
assistant to Broadwell, is in 
charge of the exciting in-
tramural basketball league. 
The teams are all very evenly 
matched in this sport, but 
early favorites include 
"BBB", The Don's and 
General Mills. 
Congratulations are in order 
for this week's intramural 
champions. In softball, the 
Talcott Terrorists captured the 
softball league crown and in 
the finals of the Ithaca College 
Intramural Tennis Tour-
nament, Thomas Buchbinder 
came away with the Men's 
Singles title. 
tland and played well. Stewert 
made 13 saves against the 
highly ranked Cortland team 
and pulled the Bombers 
through when they needed it. 
Paul Rosow came up from a 
defensive position to fill in for 
Christianson. Rosow's 
aggressive style of play .:reated 
many opportunities for the of-
fense. In the game against 
RIT, Paul had two goals and 
an assist. 
Coach Al Maccormack 
said, "one of the strong points 
on our team is its great depth, 
and I can move players into 
different positions and sub-
stitute throughout the game." 
In the game against Cor-
tland, it took until three 
minutes and 40 seconds were 
left in the second perios before 
the Bombers scored. Dan 
Bernardin took a direct kick 
outside the 18 yard line that 
the keeper could not control. 
Bob Stiles raced in to follow 
the shot up and scored. For 
Bernardin, this was his third 
assist in the last two games. 
Bob Stiles has scored twice in 
the past two. Auggie Cellitti 
and Dave Axenfeld also had a 
goal in the RIT game and 
Frank Caporiccio and Hugo 
Guaglianone, the assists. 
The whole Bomber soccer 
team deserves a lot of 
congratulations on these two 
recent wins. 
B-Ball Tryouts 
by Betsy Koffman 
The Ithaca College 
Women's Varsity Basketball 
team completed tryouts this 
week and Coach Natalie Smith 
had a tough time choosing 
among the forty-one par-
ticipants. A few gradually cut 
themselves as the practices got 
tougher, which helped 
alleviate Coach Smith's task: 
The four returning players 
arc Jr. Monica Berhno who 
starte as guard, but hurt her 
knee and had to sit out the 
remaining part of the season. 
If her weakness lasts, Jr. 
Maureen Skourinski, who 
took over Berhno's position 
will once again show her 
strength underneath and her 
skill in driving toward5 the 
hoop as guard rather than 
playing her usual wing slot. 
Kim Cheney,strong shooter, 
and Faith Cotter arc the other 
veterans. There are five ver-
satile point and wing pcr'.->om. 
Allison Bishop, Jill Eppolito, 
Nancy Kleinsmith, Kathy 
Price and Cathy Foto, will be 
used wherever needed. To 
round out the rmter, 
newcomer~ Debbie Hubbard 
and tramfer student Melinda 
('Oil I in ued on /JUI!.<' Ir, 
,. 
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IC Loan stars 
by Marc Finkelstein 
This past Saturday, on the 
football practice field, the 
Ithaca College Loanstars 
Rugby Club played host to the 
Finger Lakes Vikings from 
Geneva, with Ithaca winning 
easily, I 3-0. The J.C. Loan-
stars have only been around a 
short time and have already 
made themselves quite known 
as an outstanding team in New 
York State. 
Though I.C. was kept to 13 
points, the Loanstars had full 
control of the ball throughout 
the game. I.C.'s constant 
hustling and aggressive play 
were the two determining fac-
tors that led to I.C. dominant 
control. The low score was 
due to the fine defensiv.e play 
of the Vikings who, on several 
occasions, were able to 
prevent I.C. from scoring. 
SADDLES 
& BUCKS® 
Saddles~ Bucks by Bass® 
Sporty ~tyles and colors on cushion crepe soles. 
They 're fun to wear! So light. So right. They have 
to be Bass. 
THE ITHACAN 
Roll 
The first score of the game 
came on a try by Mike 
"Mikey" Cole. For those 
sports enthusiasts who don't 
know, a try, which is _ worth 
4 points, is when a player has 
possession of the ball and 
crosses over the goal line area. 
The final score of the first half 
came on a penalty kick by 
Rick Sullivan. 
In the second half, Tom 
Stiles, who showed fine run-
ning ability throughout the 
game, ran 15 yards for· a try 
and a 11-0 lead. The extra 
point was added and the final 
score was 13-0. 
The offense was able to con-
trol the flow of the entire game 
and, as a result, had a number 
November 1, 1979 
Over Vikings 
of opportunities to score. total of 80 minutes, two halves 
Captain Mike Sutila commen- of 40 minutes each, with no 
ting on the team's overall play time outs or stoppage of clock. 
said, "Our forwards con- Credit must be given to both 
trolled the ball and got out to teams for their defensive and 
the backs. Doug Rivikn, who offensive play. One noticeable 
plays second row, played an thing was that J.C. has im-
outstanding game. The key to proved a great deal from last -
our success was our guys' year and is a fine example of 
hustle and hittings". team play. Player George En-
Rugby in recent years is zian summed up the teams 
gaining wide popularity as play by saying, ''we played 
both a spectator sport and par- good rugby. We stuck to our 
ticipation sport. The game of game and we carried the ball 
rugby has a mixture of both across. We worked with the 
football, soccer and hockey in ~I rather than kicking it 
it. The main difference is that around." The Ithaca College 
rugby takes more overall en- Loanstar Rugby Club look 
durance to play. The game like they will be the premier 
consists of 15 players, 8 for- team to beat in the near 
wards and 7 backs, plaving a future. 
*Women's B-· Ball 
continuedJrom page 15 
Shaw help take o .. che forward 
responsibilities while Diane 
Lazeski and Judy Watkins will 
keep Cotter on her toes for the 
center spot. 
Colter leads the team with 
22.1 pts., which ranked her in 
the top five in the east. Her 21 
rebounds also lead the team. 
Colter's strength underneath 
and good breakaway, once 
again could lead the team. 
Coach Smith expects a great 
season, but realizes her team is 
young and has lots of learning. 
fTheLIVER~ 
TAVERN 
,.., 
. 
/1,•:-fl IJ rin k.11 .4 n ywhPrP 
(,r:.ent \u:ak.11 & .,~afood 
'1 "rm,f'riPndl_Y AtmosplrPrP 
..:.;nl,!-a-l,onp F ritlrn·&."","ur,irdnJ· 9:.1() 
202 7 ,.,LATER VILLE RD. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
Open: .. 
Tues.-Sat. 
PHONE 539-7724 5-1 
She says," I've got a good hard 
working group of enthusiastic 
players." The women are also 
excited about the prospect of 
having use of gyms one and 
two to a greater extent this 
year. With a tougher schedule 
of 19 games, the team will 
need the space to practice_their 
hustling defense and an even 
superior offense. Grad. 
assistant Janice Sanitz will be 
helping Coach Smith and her 
team through their season. 
Their first home game is 
against Hartwick, Dec.4 .. · 
The Cortland Concert Commission 
presents: 
Jorffla Kau.konen 
and 
The Dixie Dregs 
Friday Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. 
I ,,. 
in Moffet Gym on the Cortland 
State Campus 
Ticket Outlets: 
-Ticket Prices: 
$5.00 with SUCC I.D. 
$6.50 without 
Cortland - Corey Union, Record Gallery 
TC3 
Ithaca - Egbert Union, Bach to Rock, Willard Straight 
No bottle~ or cans or recording devices 
udweiser® 
KING OF BEERS® 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
I 
The Ithaca College Bombers moved back into the top 10 for Division 
football thiss week with their 33-14 win over Canisius. The star of th~ 
game was senior tailback, John Nicolo. 
John gai:_~ed 153 yards rushing, scored three touchdowns and punted for 
for a 38 yard average. He now leads the team in five diferent categories; 
rushing, pass receiving, punting, punt returns and scoring. When asked to 
comment, John said, "I was very pleased with my performance, but will be 
even happier when we defeat A.lhany State this week." 
John was also named ICAC "Player of the Week" and made ECAC 
Honor Role Mention. The IC coaching staff named him "Honorary Offen-
sive Captain," "Back of the Week" and_'"Specialist of the Week." Head 
Coach Jini Butterfield has this to say about John's play thus far: "Out-
standing. He does everything a coach ·asks him to do and then some. He is 
a prototype of what an athlete should be." 
Because of his outstanding performance, the Ithacan is honored to name 
John Nicolo the Athlete of the Week. 
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* London Center Letter 
continued from paie 3 were just temporarily teaching sitieS'. Very few, if any are tea 
until theyfoundsomethingbet-' ching there for the reason 
t~." Almost alllecturersat the stated above. Some have been 
Center arc part-time, and hold there for most or all of the 
jobs in a great variety of fields years of the Center's existen-
including the British univer- ce. I have written this letter to 
ticle. The second comment I 
have about the article, concer-
ns the latter part of Ms. 
Scheinberg's sentence. She 
says that, "it seemed like they 
Begeacres 
Cattlemen's 
The finest ribs available, hand carved, with a variety of 
portions. Named in honor of the prize bulls of · /;, 
.. 
Begeacres Farms 
STEAKS-SEAFOOD-LOBSTER TAILS-PRIME RIB 
• LIVE MUSIC 
from the 1940's 
10- 1, Fri. & Sat. 
• HAPPY HOUR 
throw the dice for 
the price of drinks 
3 ·~daily 
SPECIAL ON CLAMS 
$1.85 per dozen 
Mon., Tues. & 
Wed. 4-11 
THIRD STREET~T MADISON 
ITHACA, NY 
272-9726 
(Third Street exit off Route 13) 
• Oysters 
~ Mussels 
• Shrimps 
• Raw, Steamed 
and 
Baked Clams 
Visa & Master Charge Accepted Home Away :-'rom Home 
set people straight on stated 
supposed problems of the 
Center. It may have some 
other types of problems, but 
not the ones that Ms. Schein-
berg writes about I wanted to 
clarify this for the benefit of 
those lucky students who are 
now attempting to get accep-
ted into the program and those 
considering it in the future. It 
will indeed be four months 
you will never forget and 
never regret taking advantage 
of. 
Cheers from a former Lon-
doner, 
Andrea London 
*CCLOP· 
continued from page 3 
protecting laws, as well as the 
extent that the economy 
thrives as a result of U.S. 
business. I was refused by the 
committee and told that re-
examination of the College's 
policy was uneces3ary. I was 
told that the policy had been 
allowed community discussion 
and approval for a period of 
months before it became 
"law", and that it would 
hamper the College if too 
many changes were made in 
policy. It is a ·fact that 
$604,238 of investments may 
be implicating the College in 
supporting apartheid. The 
existing policy therefore seems 
to cry out for change. I appeal 
to everyone at our school to 
take an active interest in op-
posing the policy. 
*Faculty 
continuedfrompage 1 
Council and I.C.F.A., when 
handling certain emergency 
situations concerning em-
ployment, the Council submits 
a preamble stating that since 
the administration recognizes 
the Faculty Council and not 
the I.C.F.A., the Council will 
bring the issue to the ad-
min'istration' s attention. 
Dolan added that the Council 
is not trying to contravene the 
I.C.F.A. in any way. 
The most recent complaint 
made by the I.C.F.A. concer-
ns tenure procedures.At 
present the Faculty Council 
has not taken a stand on the 
I.C.F.A.'s complaint of a 
quota being placed on tenure 
procedures (see Ithacan 10/4) 
but Dolan said she expects that 
it will come up at the next 
Faculty Council meeting. 
(to be held on Nov.6) Schartz 
said that since the Council can 
only recommend, the ad-
ministration can refuse any 
proposal it might make. 
Nc;>Vember I, I ~9 
Superphotoperson-
My eyes are getting star--ier 
every day!!! 
Little Bitch 
Karenski 
If this is all that there is will 
you laugh or cry? Don't let it 
pass you by! 
Zoboski 
P.S. Michael has green skin 
and I've become a fascist. 
Dear Pie: 
THEITHACAN Pagr I'> 
Classifieds 
Attention Afternoon Bun 
Club members. Next meeting 
is this Sunday Nov. 4 at 3:30. 
SAME PLACE!! Transpor-
tation provided by OMNI. Be 
there, Aloha!!! New member\ 
always welcome. 
Riles, 
/.' 
,! 
Happy 18th Birthday you 
can finally join us at the Pub. 
Love, 
The Family 
Hey Roormes, 
To I he Se:\y Clow!l -love 
those tights. The Cowgirl 
who ~hoot~ too much and Kar-
sorry you couldn't join m all 
night. 
Love 
Sparkcly Sock 
Dear Sale\ Man (Person) 
Sorry about the extra bur-
dem, it wasn't my intention. 
Hope you feel heller. 
Wanted: Ski Imtructor~ at ___________ _ 
Greek Peak. Full and part 
time po\ition availabe. Skiing 
priv,ile!!e~ and employee 
di~count. Meeting-
Thurs. ,Nov. 8 at 7:30pm in 
the Taverna at lireck Peak, 
Rt.90, Virgil, N. Y. 
Beloved Bronto\auru~ Balls, 
c,111111111,·d tu,1,1 ;>,1:•, r, 
include Renee Gladieux, Jeff 
Garber, Liz A\hbourne, Jay 
O'Neil, Wayne Wright, Pally 
Dwarakow,ki, Ann Weeks, 
Joe Hopkins, L1~a Schreder, 
i'etcr Taffae, and Linc!!e 
t.iebling. 
HAPPY B-DAY 
Love Throoper . Dear Mortimu~ 
Monday Jan. 15. 'Dinner at 
I.me 
Carol'~ roommate 
The Gin10 bird is Flving 
High Withoui DSB in. th~ 
Weq Blue Sky. Send The Red 
Cros~ to the rescue. We arc all 
nut\, amd ,o are you! 
.J.M.Ci. 
Tom Erbland, chairper,on 
of Student Gov't., wa, our 
repre,entative to !SC la\t year. 
He \late~ that "The ISC i~ not 
Just a lobbying group - it i~ the 
\ludent lobbying group. It ha~ 
unlim11cd potential in making 
and changing N.Y. ,tatc 
cducat ion policies." Fran Get well as soon as possible! 
Birthdays are never much fun 
anyw·ay!!1 
Love Cindy 
Happy Birthday Andy, 
with love, 
from CB in the Bronx. 
Dear Ex-News Ed, 
No more trips to Atlantic or 
New Orleans. Too bad! 
Lob, 
·What can I say. The Grinch 
finally stole Christmas (with a 
little help that is). They tell 
you never to mix busines~ with 
pleasure. I'd rather be your 
friend. Let'~ have dinner 
again soon. 
Thank~ for everything 
Sten 
Dear Ed, 
Thanks for the tuna and 
dinner. Remember you always 
can talk to me. I'll mis~ you, 
only 4 more to go. 
Love Fathah 
7:00 Bongs at 8:00 cheerio old 
Girl! Dear Mothah, 
Dear B 
Hope you feel better. 
Love Jeff 
LED-
Welcome to the club! You 
don't know what you've got-
ten yourself into (or do 
you) ... but you'll love it 
SHED 
P.S. Maybe we can arrange 
another lunch with J .J. just 
for you 
L.A. Woman-
Hold,on tight. It's gotta get 
better-it can't get worse. 
another L.A. tripper 
P.S. 2 more months 
Non-tobacco smoking, noi~ 
~e:-.ist, semi-vegetarian femak 
~ looking for room in an apt. or house within walking distance to I.C. for 2nd semester. ~ Reply to Box ·3, The 
~ ITHACAN or call 277-3569 
~ mornings or weekend day~. I~ 
Does ya Fathah love ya? Looking forward to the WANT TO SKI FREE? Love, Bo Peep lasagna. 
Dear Wife 
Love Fink 
Yi,11 ran. 1( you nm ortJlrn111• qroup., 10 c.,k1 i B1q \.',rn1\1" or Ho\ld;w Mountain 'it,,\. di ,1 
1 top mol('I · ,•,11 •1rt•,,t ·nc,,1-, - ,rnd mnlf• 
toast to Friday night. Had 
an excellent time hope we do it 
again. Glad we're still friends. 
Deai B 
A toa~t to Billy foci in Buf-
falo 
Love Hmband 
I l111t•Jt'<,l11d'> Wrih· J<·itn C' n I Holiday Mountain Motor Lodge 
Rock Hill, N.Y. 12775 
N1•,11 'w1onl1t l'llo - 5111!1\.an County C,,1,;k11l .. 
Love Fink 
Home of the Breakfast Special 
~-.,,-;- Ir ..... ~ . -
Delectable Dinner Entrees lncludi~g: 
t:AT YOUll 
1-tt:Al{T t 
OUTc~ 
Weekends Open Till 3 a.m. 
I lb Aurora St. 
StPw~. Salad~. & Sandwiches 
Clucken Cordon Bleu 
Eggplant Parmig,ma 
Filet of Sole in WinP 
Hoast Beef Au Jus 
have to 1 et off-cam011)! _ ~~ 
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WANTED ~ 
THE ITHACAN NEEDS 
AN ADVERTISING MANAGER 
. . 
If you have advertising experie.nce, knowledge of 
layout arid design, please contact Robin by 
10:00 a.m. Friday Nov. 2, at 274-3207. 
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! • ~Announcements-
Test preparation ~ourses, 
offered through the John Sex-
ton Test Preparation Center, 
will be given for the.Pecetnber 
LSA T and GRE. Studc'nt's are 
advised to stop by Career 
Plans for more information. 
New Career Library 
Acquisitions include: 
Women: Marriage, Career, 
and Job Satisfaction; Low In-
come Students in College and 
Careers; National Directory of 
Professional Women 
Musicians; National Directory 
of Women's Employment 
Programs; Guide to American 
Colleges; Barron's Guide to 
Medical, Dental, and Allied 
Health Science careers. 
The ,Career Information 
Library, open during regular 
office hours, is a campus 
resource for exploring career 
related concerns. It contains 
information about a variety of 
occupations, professional 
fields, graduate programs and 
much more. 
The Nassau Lawyer's 
Association of Long Island is 
sponsoring the James N. 
Maclean Memorial Scholar-
ship which is available to 
qualified residents of Nassau 
County entering Jaw school. 
More :nfo and applications 
available from Career Plan-
ning. 
The Career Planning Office 
will sponsor ·. a "Cart!er 
Giveaway" from Nov. 12-14 
on the first floor of the Gan-
nett Center. Career literature, 
materials, anc.l catalogues will 
be given away on a-first come-
first served basis. 
The Career Planning Office 
Music 
Novetnber 2 
1s sponsoring a special 
seminar, "Women and the 
World of Work" on Thurs. 
Nov. 8th at 3:30pm. This 
seminar will examine issues 
such as obstacles women face, 
job-hunting strategies, career 
development and women's 
status in the world of work. 
RECRUITERS; 
SUNY at Albany, All Grad. 
Programs--Th ursday, Nov. 8, 
1979 
University of Pittsburg, 
MBA Program--Thursday, 
Nov.8,1979 
Bendix Corp.,Electrical 
Co.--Friday, Nov. 9, 1979 
Penn State University, 
MBA Program--Monday, 
No~. 12,1979 
WORKSHOPS 
SEMINARS: 
& 
How to Write a Resume 
That Will Open Doors For 
You--Wednesday, Nov. 
7,1979 
Women and The World of 
Work: Where do We Fit In?--
Thursday, Nov. 8, 1979 
Interviewing Tips & 
Techniques--Tuesday, Nov. 
13, 1979 
Now is the time foJ students 
to. begin planning their cred_it 
field work projects for rhe 
spring semester. Many agen-
cies need students to develop 
unique and stimulating 
programs. Some examples of 
the placements available in-
clude: 
Alpha House-a drug troat-
ment facility for outpatient or 
residential care. Needs 
students interested in coun-
seling. 
Camp McCormick-a 
residential facility for juvenile 
·delinquents needs tutors, 
counselors and students 
willing to do recreation. 
Office for The Aging-needs 
friendly visitors for shut-ins 
confined to their own homes. 
Evergreen-is a half way 
house for residents just out of 
mental institutions. They need 
companions and tutors. 
All are valid credit bearing 
projects. See Elaine Leeder, 
on Tuesday or Thursdays, 
Muller I02F, Ext. 3311. 
The Special Programs Dept. 
at the Ithaca Youth Bureau 
needs volunteers for their ice 
skating program o_n Satu_rday 
afternoons. Interested volun-
teers contact the Special 
Programs ~ept. at 273-8364. 
Come join the members of 
Hillel for a get together on 
Tues. Nov. 6 at the Fireplace 
in Muller Chapel: There will 
be refreshments, music, slides, 
and a guest speaker to discuss 
trips to Israel, past and future. 
The Special Programs 
department of the Ithaca 
Youth Bureau needs volun-
teers to be big brothers and 
sisters to children with special 
needs. For more information 
call Jane of Amy at 273-8364. 
Camp McCormick, a 
residentfal for juvenile 
delinquents, needs tutors, 
counselors and students 
willing to do recreation. 
New officers have been elec-
ted for the Ithaca College 
Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, 
natio~a honor society, accor-
ding to Shirley 0. Hockett, 
outgoing president. They are: 
Faculty Officers 
President, John Bernard 
President-elect, John Har-
court 
Sec'y-Treas., Raquib 
Zaman 
PR Officer, Kalil Telage 
Student Officers 
Vice-President, eamela Wan-
ner 
Secretary, Patricia Wanner 
Treasurer, Marc Weinberg 
Phi Kappa Phi recognizes 
superior scholarship in all 
fields oi study and takes into 
membership the highest-
ranking students from any 
branch of learning. 
The Ithaca College Chapter: 
was installed in November 
1977 with 11 charter members. 
Since then 116 students and I 3 
faculty members have been in-
ducted; all were nominated for 
memership by their respective 
Deans. At the present time, 
about 40 members of the 
Ithaca Chapter are on campus. 
Looking for 5 students at 
large who are interested in 
researching facilities for the 
Handicapped on campus. 
Also looking for people who 
want to help develop fund 
raisers for clubs and organ-
zations-contact Sally Beneman 
in the Student Govt. Office 
ext. 3377 or 274-3377. 
Senior Stickers on sale in 
Union Thurs. & Fri. 10:00-
3:00. Also, a Senior Newslet-
ter will be distributed. 
Stickers arc $1.00. I.D. 
required. 
A new womans group on 
campus is forming. For more 
information please contact 
Linette or Vaughan in the 
Student Gov't Office. 274-
3377 or ext. 3377 
The Psychology Club 
presents Dr. George Schuler 
speaking on "getting a job' 
with B.A. and making a living 
with a Ph.D." on Wed. Nov 7 
at 8:00om in F306. 
Fall organizational meeting 
for track. First meeting for all 
track candidates is Wed. Nov. 
14 in the Hill Gymnasium, rm. 
P-5 at 7:30pm. All candidates 
are welcome. Letterpersons 
should plan to remain in the 
meeting until 8:30.-Coach 
Decker 
Sports - Nov. 4 
Volleyball game: Health Ad-
ministration vs. P.T. and 
Speech Pathology. Meet at 
2:00 oehind the Union. 
Nov.6 
Health Administration Inter-
nship Workshop at 7:00 pm in 
the Office of Career Planning. 
Fran Wallace-Schutzman will 
speak. 
Nov.8 
the I.C. Health Ad-
ministration · Committee will 
hold a general meeting at 7 pm 
in the A.H.C.R. All majors 
are urged to attend. 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports~ Etcetera 
November l November l November.!. November l November,!. 
(Nl 1:00, Graduate Brass 
Quintet - Brass Choir 
International~~- Energy Workshop; Doug~ ~College~~ Volleyball, I.e. vs. Cort· 
tation of Thailand with on solar Architecture, Alliance, 7:30, Laub Room, land, 4:00 p.m. (Al (Wl 
Moth and Star, 
Glrltatistand Key-
goard Player, 8:00 
p.m., Ctossroads (Fl 2:00, Junior Oboe 
Recital, ~ ~ 
(N) 3:00, Senior Bassoon, 
Wendy~ 
(F) 4:00, Senior Voice 
Recital, ~ Stephan 
(Nl 9:00, Joint Student 
Recital, ·Simon/Greene 
November ,i 
(N) 1:00, Soph. Violin 
Recital, ~ ~ 
(Nl 3:00, Soph. Piano 
Recital, Sheila ~ 
(F) 4:00, Graduate Horn 
Quartet 
(Fl 8:15, Faculty Viola & 
Piano Recital, Q, 
~ & S. McManus 
November.§. 
(Fl 8:15, ~~~ 
Fall Recital. 
(Nl 9:00, Graduate lecture 
Recital, ~ Moqe 
November 7 
,Fl 8:15, Eastman Philhar-
monia Concert. 
November.§. 
(Fl 8:15, Graduate Sax 
~cital, ~~ 
(Nl 9:00, Senior Guitar, 
David Rumoler 
November 9 
Grace Jones and Professor Union Crossroads, 3:00 pm Chapel. 
Galaska. 7:30,.Gannett 
Center Rm. 111 November~ 
Gust of Power, Dennis 
Shephard"wiiT discuss wino Enefrgy A':'are~:~ We';kth-
. In ormation e wi power systems. Um.on Caf • hl d f pamp ets an sa e energy 
S:OO p.m., sponsored by calendars etc., 10:00 ain 
Student Government. Buffer Lounge. 
November .,i 
November 1 
Sabbath Services; Oneg 
Shal:lbat following. Muller 
Chapel, _ 
November ,l 
Catholic Mass, 6:30 p.m. 
,Muller Chapel, Open to 
the public. 
--
November l 
Volleyball, I.e. at Syra-
cuse ·Invitational, 7:00 
p.m. (At (W) 
November 3 
Varsity Football, I.e. vs. 
Albany State, 1:30 p.m. 
(H) 
Dramatic Reading; G. Wil-
son Knight, Shakespearian 
critic, 8:00 p.m., Muller 
Chapel. Seminar: Career Options , 
November .i 
for Liberal Arts Job Protestant People'.:!.~-
November l seeker: A· skills analysis ~!£!. Worship, 11:30 
Volleyball, I.e. at Syra-
cuse Invitational, 9:00 
a.m. (Al (Wl 
I, 
One Flew over the Cuckoo'! workshop, Gannett Center a.m., Muller Chapel. 
Nest-;-'7:"0a&973Ci, T-102 Room 111, 12,30 
Admission Charged. 
Re
0
efer Madness and Jimi 
~x ~ Berkley, 
12:00 Midnight, T-102 
'.'<ovember l 
See listings for November 
2. 
November _i 
~q iYll! Chocolate, 8:00 
T-102, Admission Charg~d 
November.§. - 10 
~ Road 12 ~ Deep 
North. Dillingham Arena 
~re, 8:15 p.m. Admis-
sion $3 general, $1.50 
Senior Citizens and non-
I.e. students, $1 College 
community with College ID 
November .2. 
November.§. 
Lecture and Seminar by 
~-~ Sijalkowska, 
Director o~ the Polish 
National Pbster Museum 
Warsaw, Gannett Center, 
Room 111, 5 :00 
November .2. 
Senior Class "Special 
PlanningMeeting" If you 
want a SENIOR WEEK please 
plan on attending, 8:00 
p,m.; Ul).ion Dining Hall 
QQ:_ Evening Fellowship, 
7:30 p,m., Muller Chapel. 
November 2. 
Psychoactive Drugs ~ 
Meeting, !2£ students in 
Block II course 62-450-02 
November.§. 
Swim.'lti.ng, I.e. vs. Wells, 
7:00 p.m. (Hl (Wl 
November .2. 
Volleyball at NYSAIAW, 
JAl (Wl 
~ Forward !£ 
Hill Center, Room P5, 7:00 Turkey Trot, Come trot 
p.m. around ~new Cerrache 
Catholic Mass, 5:05 p.m., Track on November 11, at 
Muller Chapel, Open to the 2:00 p.m. The first 3 
public, girls and th:? first 3 
November~ 
Student Government, 8:00 
p.m., Union Dining Hall 
guys to finish the six 
mile cross count~'Y race 
will win a 61h turkey. 
The Last Waltz, 7:00 & (Fl 8:15, !.·.£· Symphonic 9:30, T-102,Admission 
~ Concert, Directed 
Student Speech & Hearing 
Association in conjunc-
tion with the Southern 
Tier Speech & Hearing 
Association is sponsoring 
Elizabeth Wiig the cele-
brated author of Langu-
age disabilities in child 
ren and adolescents. 
10:00 a.m., Dillingham 
Center. No fee will be 
charged but donations to 
either association will 
be appreciated.· 
November 1. 
™ Planning Meeting; 
5:15, Muller Chapel. 
(Wl Women 
(A) Away 
(H) Home 
/jvd 
Charged by H. Neubert. 
November~ 
Applied Writing P~ogram 
"Five Thursday Nights" 
8;00 p,111., Muller Cb~el 
November l 
Musical, The ~ 
featuring John 
Kelly Genovese, 
Jason Koronakos & 
David Maskin, 8:00 
Crossroads/Buffer 
Lounge 
November~ 
~together~ 
Israel Returnees, 
'si'faes, Music, 
Guest Speakers and 
Refreshments, 7:00 
Fireplace in Muller 
.. Qi.apel 
November~ 
Bake Sale, spon-
~dbyHillel, 
Fund i::aiser for 
Soviet prisoner of 
Zion - Ida Nudel, 
Union Lobby, 11:00 
a.m. 
